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503F	Anonymous,	.	circa	1680		

	

The	Secret	History	Of	the	Most	Renowned	Q.	Elizabeth	And	The	E.	of	Cssex.	[sic]	By	a	Person	
of	Quality.	[Parts	One	and	Two	bound	together]	 

Cologne:	Printed	for	will	with	the	Whisp,1695												$900	 

Duodecimo,	6	x	3	½	inches.	Fifth	edition	A6,B-F12.	115	pages.	An	engraved	allegorical	frontispiece	
is	bound	opposite	the	title.	This	is	copy	is	bound	in	full	modern	sheepskin,	a	buff	color.	The	leaves	
are	occasionally	spotted,	with	no	great	defects.	“By	the	late	seventeenth	century,	Elizabeth’s	love	
life	became	a	subject	of	obsession	in	England	and	especially	in	France.	The	Secret	History	of	the	
Most	Renowned	Q.	Elizabeth,	and	the	E.	of	Essex	in	the	most	famous	of	the	absurd	tattle-tale	books,	
but	not	the	last.	There	is	also	The	Secret	History	of	the	Duke	of	Alancon	and	Q.	Elizabeth:	A	True	
History	(1691),	written	in	a	crisp	documentary	style,	and	the	Secret	Memoirs	of	Robert	Dudley,	Earl	
of	Leicester	(1706).	These	in	turn	have	inspired	nineteenth-century	operas	and	an	endless	stream	
of	modern	pulp	fiction.”	(quoted	from	Elizabeth	I:	Ruler	and	Legende	)	 

Wing	(CD-ROM,	1996),	S2345,	Arber’s	Term	Cat.	iii,	351;	English	Tales	and	Romances	pages	215-
216.	 
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The First English Catholic New Testament in English, printed in England. 
 
 
864G The text of the Nevv Testament of Iesus Christ, translated out of the vulgar Latine by the papists of the traiterous seminarie at 
Rhemes. With arguments of bookes, chapters, and annotations, pretending to discouer the corruptions of diuers translations, and 
to cleare the controuersies of these dayes. VVhereunto is added the translation out of the original Greeke, commonly vsed in the 
Church of England, with a confutation of all such arguments, glosses, and annotations, as conteine manifest impietie, of heresie, 
treason and slander, against the catholike Church of God, and the true teachers thereof, or the translations vsed in the Church of 
England ... By William Fulke, Doctor in Diuinitie   
 
London: by the deputies of Christopher Barker, printer to the Queenes,  1589               $15,000 
  
Folio 10 ½  x 7 ½  inches *  A-Y  2A-2Y  3A-3Y  4A-4V  4X First Edition. This copy is bound in full older calf, a very sound and impressive 
copy.  
 
The Rheims version and the Bishops’ Bible version in parallel columns, with Fulke’s commentary at the end of each chapter. The Rheims 
version is translated from the Vulgate chiefly by Gregory Martin; the Bishops’ Bible translation was overseen by Matthew Parker. In England 
the Protestant William Fulke ironically popularized the Rheims New Testament through his collation of the Rheims text and annotations in 
parallel columns alongside the 1572 Protestant Bishops' Bible. Fulke's work (as here)  was first published in 1589; and as a consequence the 
Rheims text and notes became easily available without fear of criminal sanctions.  
  
Not only did Douay-Rheims influence Catholics, but also it had a substantive influence on the later creation of the King James Bible. The 
Authorized Version is distinguished from previous English Protestant versions by a greater tendency to employ Latinate vocabulary, and the 
translators were able to find many such terms (for example: emulation Romans 11:14) in the Rheims New Testament. Consequently, a 
number of the latinisms of the Douay–Rheims, through their use in the King James Bible, have entered standard literary English. Douay-
Rheims would go on through several reprintings on both sides of the continent. 
 
The translators of the Rheims New Testament appended a list of neologisms in their work, including many latinate terms that have since 
become assimilated into standard English. Examples include "acquisition", "adulterate", "advent", "allegory", "verity", "calumniate", 
"character", "cooperate", "prescience", "resuscitate", "victim", and "evangelise”.  
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While such English may have been generated through independent creation, nevertheless the totality demonstrates a lasting influence on 
the development of English vocabulary. In addition the editors chose to 
transliterate rather than translate a number of technical Greek or Hebrew 
terms, such as "azymes" for unleavened bread, and "pasch" for Passover. 
Few of these have been assimilated into standard English. One that has is 
"holocaust" for burnt offering. 
 
"The 'editio princeps' of the Roman Catholic version of the New 
Testament in English. Translated from the Vulgate by Gregory Martin, 
under the supervision of William Allen and Richard Bristow. According to 
the "Douai Diaries", Martin began the translation in October1578 and 
completed it in March 1582. 
 
"The translation adheres very closely to the Latin, though it shows traces 
of careful comparison with the Greek. But its groundwork was practically 
supplied by the existing English versions, from which Martin did not 
hesitate to borrow freely. In particular there are very many striking 
resemblances between Martin's renderings and those in Coverdale's 
diglot The names, numbers, and chapters of the Douay–Rheims Bible and 
the Challoner revision follow that of the Vulgate and therefore differ from 
those of the King James Version and its modern successors, making direct 
comparison of versions tricky in some places. For instance, the books 
called Ezra and Nehemiah in the King James Version are called 1 and 2 
Esdras in the Douay–Rheims Bible. The books called 1 and 2 Esdras in the 
KJV are called 3 and 4 Esdras in the Douay, and were classed as apocrypha.
   
 STC (2nd ed.), 2888; Darlow & Moule (Rev. 1968), 202 
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798G  Anon  
 
 The Compleat Sheriff: wherein is set forth, 
his office and authority; with directions, how and in 
what manner to execute the same, according to the 
common and statute laws of this kingdom, which 
are now in force and use: and the judgments and 
resolutions of the judges in divers late cases in the 
several courts of Westminster, relating thereunto. 
Likewise of Under-Sheriffs and their deputies... to 
which is added, the office and duty of coroners, and 
many modern adjudged cases relating to the office 
of a Sheriff to this time, &c.  
 
In the Savoy: printed by John Nutt. 1710 $2,900  
 
Octavo 7 ½ x 4 ½ Bound in full contemp. panelled calf, 
raised bands, gilt dec. spine; lacking label, sl. cracking to 
head of upper joint. Armorial bookplate of the Marquess of 
Headfort. v.g.  Second Edition with additions 
     
 
ESTC T90638, BL, NLW, Oxford & National Trust only 
in British Isles; Columbia, Harvard & Kansas in North 
America.  
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649G Anon ( but probably Roger L’Estrange, 1616-1704)  
A compendious history of the most remarkable passages of the last fourteen years: with an account of the 
plot, as it was carried on both before and after the fire of London, to this present time  
London: printed by A. Godbid, and J. Playford, and are sold by S. Neale, at the Three Pigeons in Bedford-Street over against the 
New-Exchange 1680                                                       $2,400 
� 
Octavo , 7 x 4 ½  inches First edition A (-A1) B-O . With frontis. portraits (plate) of Titus Oates, Captain William Bedloe, 
Stephen Dugdale, and Miles Prance. As well as a large fold out of London Bridge.  
This is a wonderful copy expertly rebacked retaining the original sheep boards.  
The (Horrid) Popish Plot , a fabrication of the evil and twisted mind of Titus Oates. On 28 September 1678, Oates made 43 
allegations against 
various members of 
Catholic religious orders 
— including 541 Jesuits 
— and numerous 
Catholic nobles. He 
accused Sir George 
Wakeman, Queen 
Catherine of Braganza's 
physician, and Edward 
Colman, the secretary to 
Mary of Modena, 
Duchess of York, of 
planning to assassinate 
Charles. Oates was 
playing on two divergent 
groups of Zealous 
biggots.  
 
Wing  L1228 
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“Truth consists of an adequation between the intellect and a thing” 

 

930G  Thomas Aquinas 1225-1274. editor Theodoricus de Susteren. 

Summa de veritate celeberrimi doctoris s[an]cti Thome Aquinatis. que olim … me[n]dis 
scatebat. Nouissime iam per … magistru[m] nostru[m] Theodericum de Susteren 
co[n]uentus Coloniens[is] fratru[m] predicatoru[m] regentem … laboriose reuisa … 
feliciter incipit. 

 

Cologne : Heinrich Quentell, 7 Mar. 1499                                        $12,500 

 

Folio 10 1/2 x 8 inches 2°: A-Z6,Aa-Gg6; {signature Dd signed De}   Third Edition, the final 15th 
century edition. 

Bound in blind-tooled calf including some blind ’title’ on the front board, full calf over wooden  
boards.  Clasps missing, but the catch-plates are present. Light foxing, with some red and green ink 
dots along edges.  Front pastedown shows slight signs of water damage. Occasional small red stains 
on text block (e.g. E3v and Q5), likely from the books’ rubricator, but otherwise a clean text block.  
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“Summa de veritate celeberrimi doctoris 
sancti Thome Aquinatis…”First written 
around 1256, Thomas Aquinas’ “Disputed 
Questions on Truth” defends “the view that 
truth consists of an adequation between the 
intellect and a thing. Aquinas develops a notion 
of truth of being (“ontological truth”) along with 
truth of the intellect (what might be called 
“logical truth”)” (Wippel, 295)   Subjects: Truth; 
God’s Knowledge; Ideas; The Divine Word; 
Providence; Predestination; The Book of Life; 
The Knowledge of Angels; Communication of 
Angelic Knowledge; The Mind; The Teacher; 
Prophecy; Rapture; Faith; Higher and Lower 
Reason; Synderesis; Conscience; The Knowledge 
of the First Man in the State of Innocence; 
Knowledge of the Soul After Death; The 
Knowledge of Christ; Good; The Tendency to 
Good and the Will; God’s Will; Free Choice; 
Sensuality; The Passions of the Soul; Grace; The 
Justification of Sinners; and The Grace of 
Christ.  For each topic, Aquinas reviews the 
topic’s Difficulties, and then responses with ‘To 
the Contrary’ and ‘Reply’. Aquinas concludes 
each topic with an “Answers to Difficulties” 
section, demonstrating his typical insightful 
worldview and readable literary style.“Everything 
is a being essentially. But a creature is good not 
essentially but by participation. Good, therefore, 
really adds something to being (“Good” [U1v])  

  translation from   
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http://dhspriory.org/thomas/QDdeVer21.htm).     

Goff T181; (Columbia University, Union 
Theological Seminary;HEHL; LC ;Massachusetts 
Historical Society;YUL);  BMC I, 289/90; Only one 
Copy in The British Isles (BL)  

 

 

930G Aquinas 
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899G  Francis Bacon, and Robert Holborne    
 
The Learned Readings of Sir Robert Holbourne, Knight, Attorney General to King Charles I.; 
Upon the Statute of 25 Edw. 3. Cap. 2.; Being the Statute of Treasons: To Which is added Cases of 
Prerogative.Treason. Misprison of Treason. Felony &c.. Second printing 
  
London : printed for Sam. Heyrick, at Grayes-Inn-Gate in Holborn, 
and Matthew Gilliflower, in Westminster-Hall, 1681. $2,200  
 
Octavo 6 x 3 ¾ inches  A (±A1+chi1) B-I  K . Second Edition 
 Bound in full contemporary calf. This is a reissue, with 
cancel title page and errata, of  the 1680 edition. 
 
Sir Robert Holborne (died 1647) was an English lawyer and 
politician, of Furnival's Inn and Lincoln's Inn (where he was 
bencher and reader in English law). He acted, along with Oliver St. 
John, as co-counsel for John Hampden in the ship money case. He 
sat in the House of Commons between 1640 and 1642 and supported 
the Royalist cause in the English Civil War. He was attorney-general 
to the Prince of Wales, being knighted in 1643. He also published 
legal tracts. Wing  H 2373. 
 “Unquestionably one of the most impressive emblem books 
ever published.” 
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910G Johannes  Bolland 1596-1665. Jean de 
Tollenaere 1582-1643. Godefridus Henschenius  
1601-1681 
    
 Imago Primi Saecvli Societatis Jesv A 
Provincia Flandro-Belgica Eivsdem Societatis 
Repræsentata  
 
Antuerpiae : Ex officina Plantiniana Balthasaris 
Moreti: 1640                 $2,500  
 
Large Folio  13 ½ x 9 inches *4, A-Z4, Aa-Zz4, Aaa-
Zzz4, Aaaa-Zzzz4, Aaaaa-Zzzzz4, Aaaaaa-Gggggg4.  
. (Gggggg4 Blank).   First edition. This copy is 
bound in full original vellum over boards with gilt 
ornaments in the center of both boards. 
  
Published on the occasion of the centenary of the 
Jesuit Order. Sometimes ascribed to Jean de 
Tollenaer, provincial of the Society of Jesus in the 
Low Countries, who commissioned the work. But 
chiefly the work of Joannes Bollandus and 
Godefridus Henschenius. Each book followed by 
"Exercitatio poetica" (Latin and a few Greek 
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poems) by Sidronius de Hossche, Jacques van de Walle and others. cf. Paquot's Mémoire littéraire, Brit. 
mus. Catalogue. The engraved title page, designed by Philips Fruytiers and is engraved by Cornelis 
Galle. This work contains 126 emblematic engravings within ornamental borders by Cornelius Galle, in 
which title, image, and explanatory text are combined to illustrate further the history of the Order of the 
Society of Jesus in the Low Countries, to mark the centenary of the Order. 
 

This magnificent volume; it is an essential addition for every Jesuitica collection. 
  
 
John O’Malley SJ writes in  Art, Controversy, and the Jesuits: The Imago Primi Saeculi (1640)  : 

“In 1640 the Society of Jesus observed the centenary of its 
founding with elaborate celebrations worldwide. The most 
lasting monument from the occasion is the Imago primi 
saeculi Societatis Iesu, a magnificent volume of 952 folio-
sized pages of poetry, prose, and 127 exquisite copperplate 
engravings published by the prestigious Plantin-Moretus 
Press, Antwerp, in a Latin edition, followed later that year by 
a Dutch adaptation. No other book better reveals Jesuit self-
understanding at the moment when the order had achieved its 
mature form. The ink was hardly dry on its pages before it 
became an object of controversy, one of the first volleys in the 
bitter Jesuit/Jansenist culture war that divided French 
society for a century and that contributed to the papal 
suppression of the Jesuits in 1773.”  
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DeBacker-Sommervogel,; vol. 1, col. 1626, no. 5;	Peter Maurice 
Daly, G. Richard Dimler(1997-2006). Corpus Librorum 
Emblematum(CLE). Jesuit serie s, J.45; 
 Landwehr, J. Emblem books in the Low Countries; no. 264; Bib. 
catholica Neerlandica impressa,; 9332; The Illustration of Books 
Published by the Moretuses. Antwerp: Plantin-Moretus Museum, 
1996; 51; Praz,; p. 380;Désigné comme auteur principal de cet 
ouvrage par le P.J. Drews, "Fasti Societatis Jesu", p. 127, et par J. 
Vogt, "Catalogus ... librorum rariorum", p. 362. 
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723G 
 (i.e. Conrad of Saxony)  Bonaventura, Saint.    
 
Speculum Beatae Mariae Virginis. 
 
 
 [Augsburg]: Anton Sorg, 29 Feb. 1476  $9,800  
 
Folio 11¼ x 8 inches . 50 leaves a-e10  First edition. This copy is bound in full modern vellum, it is a very Large 
copy. No longer attributed to Bonaventura, attributed to Conrad of Saxony  whose the Date and place of birth  
are uncertain. Holyinger is perhaps his family name. The error has been made by some of confounding Conrad of 
Saxony with another person of the same name who suffered for the Faith in 1284, whereas it is certain that they 
were two distinct individuals, though belonging to the same province of the order in Germany. Our Conrad became 
provincial minister of the province of Saxony in 1245, and for sixteen years ruled the province with much zeal and 
prudence. While on his way to the general chapter of 1279, he was attacked with a grievous illness and died at 
Bologna in 1279. The writings of Conrad of Saxony include several sermons and now the "Speculum Beatæ Mariæ 
Virginis"; the latter, at times erroneously attributed to St. Bonaventure, was edited by the Friars Minor at Quaracchi 
in 1904. The preface to this excellent edition of the "Speculum" contains a brief sketch of the life of Conrad of 
Saxony and a critical estimate of his other writings. _	This is one of Anton Sorg's early works and the second edition 
of this work at his press; the first one being from 29 II 1476 (Hain 3566; GKW 04817). 
 
There is not much known about Sorg. He was an apprentice in the printing shop of the monastery of Saint Ulrich 
and Afra in 1472 and later its director. In 1475 he left the monastery and started his own press in Augsburg. That 
city was then particularly famed for the craftsmen who produced woodcuts for block-books. In that city book 
illustration as an art first flourished and Sorg played an important part in that development. Sorg was active in 
Augsburg between 1475 and 1493. And very active, he was one of the most prolific of the early printers: the GW 
mentions altogether 242 works. He had close professional ties to other printers, especially the Bämmler and 
Schönsperger offices, who often used the same illustrations. His most famous edition was the 1477-German Bible. 
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A peculiarity of Sorg's press was the use of outlined 
woodcut initials (after the examples of the medieval 
manuscript). Often a large outlined initial was 
inserted at the start of a chapter and within each 
chapter smaller woodcut initials headed each 
division. Both large and small initials. Sorg's use of 
printed outlines of the letters to be illuminated was 
not a common practice.  
 
In this work there is on the first leaf a splendid 10-line 
decorative Maiblumen initial Q and furthermore 
there are 16 3- or 4-line initials (8x A; 4x D; 4x B). 
Curiously, on leaf 38v there is only an initial space. 
On Sorg see: Albert Schramm - Der Bilderschmuck 
der Frühdrucke. Vol. 4: Die Drucke von Anton Sorg 
in Augsburg (Hiersemann, 1921).   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Goff B959; BMC II 434 
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942G     Michæl (Michaelis 
Mediolanensis) Carcano  ( 1427- 1484) 

 
 Sermonarium de 
poenitentia per adventum et per 
quadragesimam fratris Michaelis 
Mediolanensis. 

Venice : Georgius Arrivabenus, 28 Sept. 
1496                                     

$9,000   

Large Octavo 7 x 5 ½ inches  a-z8 [et]8 
[con]8 [rum]8 A-E8 F10.   

 This copy is bound in bind-tooled 
pigskin over wooden boards. Highly 
impressed with blind tool roll stamps of 
thistles Strawberries  and various other 
flowers.    
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Carcano was one 
of the greatest 
Franciscan 
preachers of the 
15th-century. 

In this book 
there are 92 
sermons for 
Advent and Lent, 
that amount to a 
systematic 
treatment of 
penitence. 
Carcano's 
preaching was 
much admired by 
Bernardino da 
Feltre, who called 
him 'alter sanctus 
apostolus Paulus 
et Christi 
Tuba'. He is 
known for his 
part in founding the montes pietatis banking system, with Bernardine of Feltre, and for the marked 
anti-Semitism of his attacks on usury. His sermons were later printed as Sermones quadragesimales 
fratris Michaelis de Mediolano de decem preceptis (1492). They include arguments in favour of 
religious art.(see Geraldine A. Johnson, Renaissance Art: A Very Short Introduction (2005), p. 37)  
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The wording of the colophon suggests that the archetype of this edition is that of Nicholas de 
Frankfordia,1487 

 

 
Quadragesimale seu sermonarium de penitentia 
duplicatum per aduentu[m] videlicet & 
quadragesima[m] a venerabili viro fratre 
Michaele Mediolanensi ordinis fratrum 
minorum de obseruantia editum: qui tum 
sanctimonia vite, tu[m] ferue[n]tissima verbi dei 
p[re]dicatione a deo inumeris meruit corruscare 
miraculis felici numine explicitum est. 
Impressu[m] Venetijs optimaq[ue] castigatione 
eme[n]datu[m]: per Georgiu[m] de Arriuabenis 
Ma[n]tuanum. Anno d[omi]ni .M.cccclxxxxvj. 
die .xxviij. Septembris./    

 

Goff C197; H 4507*;; Walsh 2140; BMC V 386    

(HEHL,Harvard, CL,LC,St Bonaventure Univ 
,Univ. of Kentucky, Univ. of Minnesota) 
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910G Carlo Bovio 1614-1705.  
 
Ignatius Insignium Epigrammatum et Elogiorum Centuriis expressus.   
 
[Romae] : [Typis Ignatij de Lazeris],1655 $3,300  
 
Quarto 7  x 4¾ inches †8,A-T8 (T8 blank and present) Engraved Title page followed by portrait of 
Cardinal Barberini, engraved by G. Castellus.   First edition. Bound in full contemporary vellum with title 
hand written on spine. 
This book consists of one hundred emblems in honour of St. Ignatius Loyola, each “insigne has a 
number followed by a caption then the picture with an engraved inscription, then a brief prose 
explanation  of the emblem  with the inscription repeated then a verse subscription (“Epigramma”) and a 
poem (“Elogium”).This is Bovio’s first major work,     
   
 
DeBacker-Sommervogel vol. II col. 61  no8.; Praz, 2d ed.,; p. 285; Peter Maurice Daly, G. Richard Dimler(1997-
2006). Corpus Librorum Emblematum(CLE). Jesuit series, J86 
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883G Sir Thomas Browne 1605-1682  The WORKS of the learned Sr Thomas Brown, Kt. Doctor 
of Physick, late of Norwich. containing I. Enquiries into Vulgar and Common Errors. II Religio 
Medici: With Annotations and Observations upon it. III.  Hydriotaphia; or, Urn-Burial: Together 
with The 
Garden 
of Cyrus. 
IV. 
Certain 
Miscella
ny 
Tracts. 
London: 
for Tho. 
Baffet, 
Ric. 
Chiswell, 
Tho. 
Sawbridge
, Charles 
Mearn, 
and 
Charles 
Brome, 
1686  
$,1,100 
 Large 
Folio 12 ¼ 
x 8 inches. 
A6, (a)4, 
B-Z4, Aa-
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Zz4, Aaa-Iii4, KKK6, LLL-QQQ4, RRR6-Zzz4, Aaaa-Dddd4, Eeee2 First Edition.  
 
“[Thomas Browne’s] affluence and established residence (the transport of a collection containing many folio volumes 
is not lightly to be undertaken) enabled him to build up in ten years or so the substantial scholarly library which 
provided the materials for his longest work, Pseudodoxia Epidemica or Enquiries into very many Received Tenets 
and Commonly Presumed Truths.. In it Browne took up a suggestion by Bacon in his Advancement of Learning that 
there should be compiled a list of erroneous beliefs held at that time in the fields of the natural sciences and general 
knowledge. Browne went further, and, by combining in his disquisition on each topic the testimonies of authority, 
reason, and experiment, endeavored to dispose once for all of some hundreds of fallacies. The work, executed with 
wide learning, wit, and characteristic style, immediately established his reputation as a savant, remaining popular at 
home and abroad for at least a century.” (quoted from page xv of the preface of Robin Robbins’ edition of Religio 
Medici, Hydriotaphia, and The Garden of Cyrus)  
“Browne is more scientific than Bacon when he discusses some notions already touched in Sylva Sylvarum: for 
instance, that coral is soft under water and hardens in the air; that a salamander can live in and extinguish fire (if 
ancient tradition is true, says Bacon, the creature has a very close skin and some very cold ‘virtue’); that the 
chameleon lives on air (Bacon makes air its ‘principall Sustenance’ but admits flies as well). In the examination of 
these and other arresting items in his encyclopedia, Browne appeals to critical authority, reason, and experience; of 
these criteria only the last is strictly Baconian. But Browne was in fact a tireless observer and experimenter. And 
when a whale was thrown upon the coast of Norfolk he verified his notion of spermaceti; in later years he was able, 
through his son, to test the belief that ‘the Ostridge digesteth Iron’ -after swallowing a nugget the bird died ‘of a 
soden.’ But in the settling of a more commonplace problem, the reputed inequality of the badger’s legs, the mere 
report of the senses appears, happily for readers, to count less than abstract and almost metaphysical logic. (Bush 
page 273)  
 
Wing  
B-5150 
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“the heart of a fool is like a broken vessel, no 

wisdom at all shall it hold.” 
 

960G Nicolaus de Byard (13th century) 
 
  Dictionarius pauperum omnibus 
pr[a]edicatoribus verbi diuini pernecessarius :  
in quo multu[m] succinte contine[n]tur 
materi[a]e singulis festiuitatibus totius anni tam 
de tempore q[uam] de sanctis accommodand[a]e, 
vt in tabula huius operis facile & lucide 
cognoscetur. 
  
Parisiis : ex officinaAmbrosijGirault: 1511 
 $3,500  
 
Octavo 6 ¼ x 4 inches. a-r8.(lacking r8 blank)  This 
copy is bound in modern full vellum with ties, the text 
is clean throughout, a nice copy.            
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 A popular collection of 
distinctions, an alphabetical collection 
of topics used by preachers. It has only 
recently been attributed to the late 
fifteenth-century German Augustinian 
Nicolaus de Byard (fl. 1300?), a 
theologian, was, according to Bale, a 
Dominican theologian at Oxford, where 
he obtained his doctor's degree. Pits's 
account tends in the same direction, 
and both biographers praise their 
author for his knowledge of pontifical 
law. Bale adds that he was very skilled 
for his age in Aristotelian studies, but 
accuses him of distorting the Scriptures 
by ‘allegorical inventions and leisurely 
quibbles.’ His principal work appears to 
have been entitled ‘Distinctiones 
Theologiæ,’ and, according to the last-
mentioned authority, this book was 
largely calculated to corrupt the 
simplicity of the true faith, as it 
consisted, like Abelard's ‘Sic et Non,’ 
of an assortment of theological opinions 
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opposed to one another. A manuscript of this work is still preserved in Merton College library (cclii.), 
and Tanner gives a list of other writings of this author that are to be found in English libraries. Byard's 
sermons constantly occurred in company with those of William of Auvergne, bishop of Paris (1228–48), 
and other great characters of Louis IX's reign. More conclusive as to the date is Quétif's assertion that in 
the ‘Liber Rectoris Universitatis Parisiensis’ Bayard's great work is mentioned as being for sale in Paris 
before the year 1303; that several other discourses of Bayard were for sale in Paris at the same time; and 
that his ‘Sermones Dominicales’ formed part of a parchment folio in the Sorbonne library, containing 
Robert de Sorbonne's ‘Liber de Conscientiâ’ (d. 1274). Lastly, as regards the order to which Bayard 
belonged, Quétif observes that there is no certain evidence whether he was a Franciscan or a Dominican. 
In all the manuscripts excepting one he appears to be called simply Frater Nicholas de Bayard, and in the 
only one which is more precise he is called a Minorite. Only one of Bayard's works seems to have been 
printed, and that one of somewhat doubtful authenticity, the ‘Summa de Abstinentia,’ which was 
published under the title of ‘Dictionarius Pauperum’ by John Knoblouch at Cologne in 1518, and again at 
Paris in 1530. (DNB) 
 
 
Dictionarius pauperum  is an encyclopedia of Christian philosophy,for the use of preachers, arranged 
alphabetically from "De abstinentia" to "De vita eterna." The attribution to de Byart is tentative.   In the 
thirteenth century Dictionarius pauperum compiled by Nicolas de Byard, we find the admonition that 
just as robbers easily have the treasure after they have broken the chest, so the devil has the soul after he 
has confused a man and stolen his patience, because "the heart of a fool is like a broken vessel, no 
wisdom at all shall it hold.” 
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924G Henry  Care 1646-1688  
 
English liberties: or,   The free-born subject’s 
inheritance, containing, I. Magna Charta, the Petition 
of Right, the Habeas Corpus Act; and divers other 
most useful statutes: with large comments upon each 
of them. II. The proceedings in appeals of murther; the 
work and power of parliaments; The qualifications 
necessary for such as should be chosen to that great 
trust. Plain directions for all persons concerned in 
ecclesiastical courts; and how to prevent or take off the 
writ De Excommunicato Capiendo. As also the oath 
and duty of grand and petty juries. III. All the laws 
against conventicles and Protestant dissenters with 
notes, and directions both to constables and others 
concern’d, thereupon; and an abstract of all the laws 
against papists.  
  
London: Printed by G. Larkin, for Benjamin Harris, at the 
Stationers Arms and Anchor in the Piazza under the 
Royal-Exchange, 1682?                       $6,500  
 
Duodecimo 5 ½ x 3 ¼ inches.Wanting the blank preceding the 
title page.(-A1 blank) A2-K12,L6 {complete wanting only the blank} 
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First edition.   Recently expertly rebound in full calf in period style, with blind rules to the covers, the 
spine lettered direct, new endpapers. Title page browned around the edges, sections of the text a little 
age toned and occasionally dusty otherwise the contents are generally clean. This  book is an effort 
to give the power to the people, by way of indicating to the public the powers which the law has already 
afforded them. As the title page indicates, it includes one of the most important legal document ever, the 
Magna Charta, in English, and many other legal tidbits doubtlessly of great interest to the public. The 
section below is taken from the table. “The Nature and Happiness of our English Government; Magna 
Charta faithfully recited; a comment upon Magna Charta; ‘Tis but a declaration of what the people had right to 
before; the occasion and means of obtaining Magna Charta; Ill council persuade King Henry III to revoke Magna Charta, and 
the sad end of that wicked counsellour; Liberties what; Monopolies are against Magna Charta; the King cannot send any man 
out of England against his will; Peers what; Commitment, the necessary circumstances where legal; Justice its three properties; 
Judges are to obey no commands from the King, though under the Great or Privy Seal (much less signified by any little 
whispering Courtier) against law; Protection, when unlawful,”.  Many statutes, laws, and court decisions are cited 
in this book, the writ of habeas corpus, and other fascinating bits of law. 
This work became popular in America after it was reprinted by Benjamin Franklin’s brother in 1721 and 
1774.  It was designed to "slip into one's pocket [and] had more to do with preparing the minds of 
American colonists for the American Revolution than the larger but less accessible works of Coke, 
Sidney and Locke" (Hudson, 580-85). Care's influence is clear "in the writings of the founding fathers 
of the United States—Samuel Adams, John Adams, John Dickinson and Alexander Hamilton Jefferson 
added two copies of English Liberties to his library and arranged that it be included in the library of the 
University of Virginia" (Schwoerer, 231-5). A handsome copy in contemporary sheep. Care's English 
Liberties contains "the most important documents and statements in English history and law concerning 
liberty, property and the rights of the individual Benjamin Franklin knew its contents thoroughly" 
(Lemay, Life, 74). This first edition features a printing of the Magna Charta, "a symbol of political liberty 
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and the foundation of constitutional government" (Grams, Great Experiment, 95), and was published in 
1682 "to provide uneducated and inexperienced English persons with documents and information about 
the law and their rights praising England's 'fundamental laws [as] coeval with government' and 
describing the Magna Charta as 'Declaratory of the principal grounds of the Fundamental Laws and 
Liberties of England.' Celebrating law in another piece as second only to the gospel, he described it in 
English Liberties as 'the Best Birthright the Subject hath' Care regarded the essence of this birthright as 
the 'privilege not to be exempt from the law of the land, but to be freed in Person and Estate from 
Arbitrary Violence and Oppression'" (Morrison & Zook, Revolutionary Currents, 46-7). "Care 
advocated a radical theory of liberty of the religious conscience for all persons and argued for the 
principle of separation of church and state his ideas are comparable to those of John Locke on that 
subject and were in print before Locke's Letter on Toleration." Care especially promoted "an abiding 
respect for the merits of trial by jury as a bulwark of English rights and liberties. English Liberties helped 
to transmit this 'jury ideology' and other ideas about fundamental laws and the rights and liberties of 
Englishmen to 18th-century England and the American colonies" (Schwoerer, Ingenious Mr. Henry 
Care, xxvi). On publication, English Liberties "became a publishing phenomenon, with successive 
editions circulating around the Atlantic world in the 18th century, its small size—it could literally fit into a 
pocket—enabling knowledge of English rights to reach the peripheries of the empire" (Yirush, Settler, 
Liberty and Empire, 29). It is said to have "had more to do with preparing the minds of American 
colonists for the American Revolution than the larger but less accessible works of Coke, Sidney and 
Locke" (Hudson, William Penn's English Liberties, 585).In America, English Liberties "played an 
important role in spreading concepts about English law, history, government, liberties and especially 
juries Colonists found in Care's English Liberties support of their views about the Saxons'   ESTC 

R31286; Wing C515 
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934G William  Cartwright 1611-1643  
 
Comedies, Tragi-Comedies, With other Poems by Mr. William Cartwright late Student of Christ–
Church in Oxford and Proctor of 
the University. The Ayres and Songs 
set by Mr. Henry Lawes Servant to 
His late Majesty in His Publick and 
Private Musick. —nec Ignes, Nec 
potuit Ferrum,—  
London: Printed for Humphrey 
Moseley, and are to be sold at his 
Shop, at the sign of the Prince’s Arms 
in St Pauls Church–yard, 1651
 $4,750  
 
Octavo 6  ½  x 4 ¼   inches. 
[Portrait]1, [a]-b8, *14 , *8, ¶4, **8, 
***14, *10, a-e8, f4, g-k8, A-U8, X2, 
with leaf *11 in UNcancelled. Leaves 
**7 and U1-3 appear to be in 
UNcancelled state with no evidence of 
stubs, otherwise this collation matches that described by Evans. ("The variations in this perplexing volume are 
too complicated to permit of formal analysis or a complete record of the copies in which they occur"--Greg. For these see 
G.B. Evans, "The Library" (June 1942, xxiii:12-22), 
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First edition.  This copy is nineteenth century green morocco with a gilt spine,and dentells, gilt edges, 
with the book plates of  Lucius Wilmerding, J.O. Edwards,and  Christopher Rowe. It is quite a nice copy.  
 “Cartwright enjoyed a considerable success among his contemporaries but posterity has been 
less kind and his work is only known to students of seventeenth century literature. He was educated at 
Westminster School and went up to Christ Church, Oxford, in 1628; he spent the rest of his short life 
there. He wrote four plays, intended for academic performance: The Ordinary or The City Cozener 
(1634) shows clearly the influence of Ben Jonson; The Lady Errant, The Royall Slave, and The Siege or 
Love’s Convert were published in 1651. The Royall Slave, with designs by Inigo Jones and music by 
Henry Lawes, was acted for King Charles I and Henrietta Maria at Oxford in 1636 and proved a great 
success. Cartwright took holy orders in 1638 and wrote no more plays but he became a celebrated 
preacher; in 1642 he became reader in metaphysics to the university. A Royalist, Cartwright preached at 
Oxford before the king after the Battle of Edgehill. The edition of his works published in 1651 contained 
51 commendatory verses by writers of the day, including Izaak Walton and Henry Vaughan. The Plays 
and Poems of William Cartwright were collected and edited by G. Blakemore Evans and published in 
1951. (Stapleton) This work also includes the first poem by Katherine Phillips to be printed (DNB).  
 
Cartwright was well liked, and many of his wide circle of friends contributed to the verses occupying the 
first 124  pages; Dr. John Fell, Jasper Mayne, Henry Vaughan the Silurist, Alexander Brome, Izaak 
Walton, Francis Vaughan, Thomas Vaughan, Henry Lawes, Sir John Birkenhead, James Howell and 
many others.  Including the first Publication of Katerine Phillips.   
 
Wing C-709; see also The Plays and Poems of William Cartwright by G. Blakemore Evans, pages 62-72; Hayward English 
Poetry Catalogue, 104; Greg page 1027. 
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815F Sir William Cornwallis d. 1631  
Essayes, by Sr William Cornwallyes, the younger, 
knight. Newlie corrected. 
 London: Printed by Thomas Harper for I. M., 1632
 $3500   
Octavo 3 ¼ x 5 ¼ inches [missing A1 blank], A3  B-Z8, Aa-
Oo8. This collation is consistent with Pforzheimer catalogue.  
3rd edition of the “Essayes”, 2nd edition of the “Discourses.” 
This is a nice copy bound in full contemporary calf rebacked. 
The spine has gilt label Overall, the leaves are in excellent 
condition, albeit trimmed a bit close on the top edge with no 
text loss.  This book is consists of  three seperate works 
each with a seperate title page but published together. The first 
“Essayes” is followed by “ Essayes the Second Part” and 
“Discourses upon Seneca the Tragedian”. 
Cornwallis “was a friend of Ben Jonson, and employed him to 
write ‘Penates, or a Private Entertainment for the King and 
Queen,’.  The “Essayes” is also a work of considerable 
Shakespearean interest - it is “so rare that a writer in 
‘Shakespeare’s Centurie of Prayse,’ could not find a copy”. This 
work is also referred to at length by Hunter in his “New 
Illustrations” of the Tempest, who argues that as Florio’s 
translation of Montaigne had undoubtedly been seen by 
Cornwallis before 1600, so too, it was probably seen and used 
by Shakespeare in his composition of the Tempest (see Hunter, 
Joseph “New Illustrations of the life, studies,  and writings of 
Shakespeare” London: J.B. Nichols and son 1845).    
STC 5781; Arber IV, 92; Huntington C.L., 90; Grolier Club 
W-P I, 182; Hoe Catalogue I (1903) 322. Hazlitt I, 101. 
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792G Nicholas Culpeper 1616-1654 A directory for midwives: or, A guide for women in 
their conception, bearing, and suckling their children. The 
first part contains, 1. The anatomy of the vessels of 
generation. 2. The formation of the child in the womb. 3. 
What hinders conception, and its remedies. 4. What 
furthers conception. 5. A guide for women in conception. 6. 
Of miscarriage in women. 7. A guide for women in their 
labour. 8. A guide for women in their lying-in. 9. Of 
nursing children. To cure all diseases in women, read the 
second part of this book. By Nicholas Culpeper, Gent. 
student in physic and astrology.  
London : sold by most book sellers in London and Westminster, 1700     
$5500  
Octavo 6 x 3 ½ inches.   A-Q12 Newly corrected from many gross 
errors. Contemp. full blind stamped calf; slightly rubbed. A nice copy 
of a popular and ill-surviving text in contemporary binding.  
A Directory of Midwives was first published in 1651 and became one 
of the seminal texts on midwifery and female health for the next two 
centuries. This volume contains - with continuous pagination - both 
Culpeper’s Directory, which focuses on obstetrics, and a separately 
titled Fourth Book of Practical Physick, which deals with female 
diseases and general health. The first two books first appeared 
together in 1671 but not in a continuously paginated edition until 
1693. Though the work was frequently reprinted, seveneteenth and 
early eighteenth-century editions do not survive well, most being 
well-used on a regular basis.   
 
ESTC R232056, Wellcome only in UK; U.S. National Library of Medicine & Yale only in North America; 
Copac adds Edinburgh and York Universities; OCLC adds University of Essex. 
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655G William Davenant 1606-1668  
 
The Works of Sir William Davenant Kt, Consisting of those which were 
formerly Printed, and those which he design'd for the Press: Now Published out 
of the Authors Originall Copies.   
 
London: Henry Herringman, 1673                  $2,500  
 
Folio12 ¾ x 7½  inches . π1 2π2 A-3D4 3E2; Aa-Ppp4, Aaaa-Oooo4   
First Edition   An unusually fine, fresh, wide-margined copy, with a fine impression of the 
portrait. Bound in full contemporary calf with nicely gilt spine.    
 
 The First Collected Edition, with prefatory material by Hobbes, 'The answer of Mr. Hobbes 
to Sr. William D'Avenant's preface before Gondibert', and poems by Waller and Cowley. 
Several of the plays originally published in blank verse are here printed for the first time, 
converted into prose. The volume also includes first printings of 'The Playhouse to be Let', 
'Law Against Lovers', 'News from Plymouth', 'The Fair Favourite', 'The Distresses', and 'The 
Siege'. The posthumous collection was published under the watchful eye of "Lady Mary" 
D'Avenant. The poems reflect the attitudes of the Cavalier poets and the received tradition of 
earlier poets, particularly Shakespeare, Jonson, and Donne. She no doubt also insisted on the 
fine portrait frontispiece restoring her husband's missing nose, which he had lost through 
illness in 1638. 
Following the death of Ben Jonson in 1637, Davenant was named Poet Laureate in 1638. He 
was a supporter of King Charles I in the English Civil War. In 1641, before the war began, he 
was declared guilty of high treason by parliament along with John Suckling, after he 
participated in the First Army Plot, a Royalist plan to use the army to occupy London. He 
fled to France Returning to join the king's army when the war started, he was knighted two 
years later by king Charles following the siege of Gloucester.   
 
Wing D320 
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820G Rene Descartes 1 596-1650  Renati 
Descartes Epistolæ, partim ab auctore latino sermone 
conscriptæ, partim ex gallico translatæ. In quibus omnis 
generis quæstiones philosophicæ tractantur, & 
explicantur plurimæ difficultates quæ in reliquis ejus 
operibus occurunt .  
 
Amstelodami: ex typographia Blaviana, 1682 $2,400  
Three Quarto volumes 7 ¾ x 6 inches  vol I   :*4, A-Z4, Aa-Zz4, 
Aaa-Bbb4/ 
vol II :*2, A-Z4, Aa-Zz4, Aaa-Ddd4, Eee-Fff2/ 
vol III : *-**4, A-Z4, Aa-Zz4, Aaa-Ggg4, Hhh2   
This copy is bound in three matching full calf bindings with gilt 
spines. edited by Claude Clerselier. These volumes contain  the 
author’s physical and mathematical correspondence with Hobbes, 
Fermat, Mersenne, Roberval, the Cambridge Platonist Henry 
More, and several others, with many mathematical papers of 
Fermat that did not appear in his Opera Varia This edition has 
numerous woodcut diagrams.  
 
Otegem, M. Bibliography Descartes, S. 647-651: A.J. 
Guibert, "Bibliographie des oeuvres de René Descartes 
publiées au XVIIe siècle", Paris, 1976, p. 91-94 
 
 

Descartes is properly called the father of 
modern philosophy 
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884G Rene Descartes 1596-1650
 Renati Des-cartes Principia 
philosophiæ Ultima editio cum optima 
collata, dilligenter recognita, & mendis 
expurgata  
    [bound with] 
Passiones animae per Renatum Des 
Cartes. Gallicè ab ipso conscriptae, 
nunc autem in exterorum gratiam 
Latina civitate donatae ab H.D.M. 
 Both) Amstelodami : Apud Danielem 
Elzevirium, 1672    $1,800  
 
Quarto  7 ¼ x5 ¾  inches *-*****4, A-Z4, 
Aa-Nn4, Oo2,  [ad 2]    *4-***4  A-M4. 
Translation of Les passions de l'âme by 
Samuel and Henri Desmarets. Bound in 19th 
century 1/4 sheep over marbled boards, spine 
with title and bands in gilt. Some rubbing to 
spine and wear to corners, contents quite clean 
throughout which some very light foxing 
appearing on occasion.  
   
This volume contains two books by Descartes.  
First is the Principia Philosophia, 
Descartes' main work of physics, one of the 
most important works of philosophy and 
physics since Aristotle. It is in this 
groundbreaking work that the "Cogito ergo 
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sum" ("I think, therefore I am") appears for the 
first time in the form in which we know it today 
and here that Descartes elaborates properly on it 
and puts it into the context that has been 
formative for philosophy - and modern thought 
in general - since then.  
 
Next bound in is The Passions of the Soul, 
Descartes´ last work, written for Queen Christina 
of Sweden, and first published in French in 1649. 
It discusses psychology, ethics and the 
relationship between mind and body. Descartes 
believed that the soul was a definite entity giving 
rise to senses, thoughts, feelings, affections and 
acts of volition and he was one of the first to 
regard the brain as an organ which integrated 
the function of mind and body. Such beliefs had 
a powerful influence on the thinking of men like 
Robert Hooke, Giovanni Borelli, Jan 
Swammerdam and Thomas Willis, and at a time 
when scientific research was expanding rapidly 
Descartes´s theories helped to explain the more 
puzzling problems of human physiology. 
  
 
 
 
Guibert #4 &2; Willems 1106.  Passions 
Willems, Les Elzevier, no. 1469 
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756G Siculus Diodorus fl. 44 B.C.  
 
Bibliothecae historicae libri VI   [a 
Poggio Florentino in latinum traductus] 
  
 
[Paris] : [Denis Roce] Venundantur in vico 
sancti Iacobi sub signo diui Martini. (1505-08) 
Approximate date of publication from 
Moreau, B. Inventaire chronologique des 
éditions parisiennes v. 1, p. 274  
 
                $1,900  
 
Octavo  7 x 5 inches a-v in alternate 8's and 4's, 
x 6y4;a-v8/4 x6 y4   
    
Diodorus Siculus is the author of the 
‘Bibliotheke’ or ‘Library,’ a universal history 
from mythological times to 60 B.C. Only 
fifteen of the original forty books survive fully 
(books one through five; eleven through 
twenty); the others are preserved in fragments. 
 
 Diodorus concentrates on Greece and his 
homeland of Sicily, until the First Punic War, 
when his sources for Rome become fuller. The 
‘Bibliotheke’ is the most extensively preserved 
history by a Greek author from antiquity. For 
the period from the accession of Philip II of 
Macedon to the battle of Ipsus, when the text 
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becomes fragmentary, it is fundamental; and it is the essential source for classical 
Sicilian history and the Sicilian slave rebellion of the second century B.C. For many 
individual events throughout Graeco-Roman history, the ‘Bibliotheke’ also sheds 
important light. Diodorus probably visited Egypt circa 60-56 B.C., where he began 
researching his history. By 56, he may have settled in Rome, completing the 
‘Bibliotheke’ there around 30. He read Latin and had access to written materials in 
Rome. Books one through six include the geography and ethnography of the 
inhabited world, and its mythology and paradoxology prior to the Trojan war. Of 
special significance are the description of Egypt in book one; the discussion of India 
in book two; passages from the works of Agatharchides in book three; and the highly 
fragmentary Euhemeran material in book six.” (OCD)   
 
Goff D214; Moreau I 274: 63; Renouard, Imprimeurs III 128; Pell 4264; BMC(Fr) 
p.135 
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138F John Donne 1571/2-1631  
Poems, &c. By John Donne, late Dean of St. Pauls. With 
Elegies On The Author’s Death. To which is added 
Divers Copies under his own hand, Never before 
Printed.  
London: In the Savoy, Printed by T.N. for Henry Herringman, , 
1669 $7,500  
Octavo 4 ¼ x 6 ½ inches. A4, B-Z8, Aa-Dd8. A1 and Dd8 are 
both blank and present in this copy. Fifth edition. This copy is 
bound in contemporary full mottled calf. It has been 
sympathetically rebacked with raised bands and gilt title to spine. 
With the bookplate of Damgaard-Nielsen. This is the last and 
most complete edition of Donne's poetry published in the 
seventeenth century. Many textual changes were made in this 
edition, and five new poems were added, including "To His 
Mistress Going to Bed," and "O My America! My New-found-
land."    “The poetry of Donne represents a sharp break with that 
written by his predecessors and most of his contemporaries. Donne’s 
poetry is written very largely in conceits— concentrated images which 
involve an element of dramatic contrast, of strain, or of intellectual 
difficulty. The tears which flow in A Valediction: of Weeping, are 
different from, and more complex than, the ordinary saline fluid of 
unhappy lovers; they are ciphers, naughts, symbols of the world’s 
emptiness without the beloved; or else, suddenly reflecting her image, 
they are globes, worlds, they contain the sum of things. The poet who 
plays with conceits may see into the nature of the world as deeply as the 
philosopher. Donne’s conceits in particular leap continually in a restless 
orbit from the personal to the cosmic and back again.” (Norton 
Anthology)  

  
Wing D-1871; Keynes 84; Wither to Prior 291. 
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420E Michael Drayton 1563-1631 
 
 The Battaile of Agincovrt. Fovght by Henry 
the Fift of that name, King of England, against the 
whole power of the French: vnder the raigne of their 
Charles the Sixt, Anno Dom. 1415. The miseries of 
Queene Margarite, the infortante vvife, of that most 
infortunate King Henry the Sixt. Nimphidia, the 
court of Fayrie. The quest of Cinthia. The 
shepheards sirena. The moone-calfe. Elegies vpon 
sundry occasions. By Michaell Drayton Esquire.
  
London: Printed by A.M. for William Lee, 1631 $2000
  
Octavo 6 ¼ x 4 ¼  inches.  A-U8. The inner form of 
signature H was not re-inked before this impression was 
printed and therefore the inking is light, though the text is still 
legible. The lower margins are lightly wormed throughout, 
occasionally touching a letter in the last printed line. The 
contents are in good contemporary condition, having avoided 
the nineteenth century treatment of washing, pressing, and 
trimming the leaves.  Second edition. This volume is in its 
original boards of seventeenth century speckled sheepskin that 
has been recently rebacked.  
 
"Born within a year before Shakespeare, and dying when 
Milton was already twenty-three, he worked hard at poetry 
during nearly sixty years of his long life, and was successful in 
keeping in touch with the poetical progress of a crowded and 

swiftly-moving period. His earliest published work tastes of Tottel's Miscellany: before he dies, he suggests Carew 
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and Suckling, and even anticipates Dryden. This quality of forming, as it were, a map or mirror of his age gives him 
a special interest to the student of poetry, which is quite distinct from his peculiar merits as a poet. 
"The other of the two odes [most often] referred to is the most famous of Drayton's poems, the swinging Ballad of 
Agincourt, dedicated ‘to the Cambro-Britans and their Harpe’. Here, more than anywhere, is heard the echo of 
Hewes and his like. Drayton worked upon the text of it to good purpose between 1606 and 1619, removing snags 
and obstructions in the course of its rhythm, and making clearer and clearer the ringing tramp of the marching 
army. With his stanzas of eight short, crisp lines, rhyming aaabcccb, it is the model for a war-poem; and the brave 
old song has as much power today to quicken the heartbeats as has the Henry V of Shakespeare, the success of 
which, doubtless, helped to inspire its composition. 
 
"Drayton's long and busy life closed at the end of 1631, and his body was buried in Westminster Abbey, under the 
north wall of the nave, and not in the Poet's Corner where his bust may be seen. His right to the honour will possibly 
be more fully conceded by present and future ages than it has been at any other time since his own day. We see in 
him now, not, indeed, a poet of supreme imagination, nor one who worked a revolution or founded a school, but a 
poet with a remarkably varied claim on our attention and respect. Drayton was not a leader. For the most part he 
was a follower, quick to catch, and industrious to reproduce, the feeling and mode of the moment. So great, 
however, was his vitality and so fully was he a master of his craft that, living from the reign of Elizabeth into that of 
Charles I, he was able to keep abreast of his swiftly moving times, and, by reason of his very powers of labour, to 
bring something out of the themes and measures he employed which his predecessors and contemporaries failed to 
secure, but which after years owed to his efforts. This is especially the case, as we have seen, with his management of 
the rhymed couplet and the shortlined lyric. Sluggish, perhaps, of temper, and very variably sensitive to inspiration, 
he lacked the touchstone of perfect poetical taste, and, like Wordsworth, lacked also the finer virtues of omission. Yet 
everything that he wrote has its loftier moments; he is often ‘golden-mouthed’, indeed, in his felicity of diction, 
whether in the brave style of his youth or in the daintier manner of his age; and just as, in his attitude to life, ‘out of 
the strong came forth sweetness’, so, in his poetry, out of his dogged labour came forth sweetness of many kinds. In 
the long period which his work covered, the many subjects and styles it embraced, the beauty of its results and its 
value as a kind of epitome of an important era, there are few more interesting figures in English literature than 
Michael Drayton." (Cambridge History of English and American Literature) 
   
STC 7191. 
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1022E Michael Drayton 1563-1631  
 
Poems by Michael Drayton esquyer. Newly corrected 
and augmented.  
 
London: W. Stansby for J. Smethwick, 1637       $2,200  
 
Octavo 5¼ x 3 ¼  inches A-X12   
 
 This copy is bound in nineteenth century full red 
morocco, with gilt spine and edges  
 
This edition of the poems contains “The Baron’s Wars”, 
“England’s heroical epistles”, “The legend of Robert Duke of 
Normandy”, “The legend of Matilda”, “The legend of Pierce 
Gaveston”, “The legend of Great Cromwell” and “Idea”. 
  
 
 
 
STC 7225; see, Grolier, Langland to Wither, p. 74 
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894F William Drummond 1585-1649
  
 
The works of William Drummond, of 
Hawthornden. Consisting of those which 
were formerly printed, and those which 
were design’d for the press. Now 
published from the author’s original 
copies.  
 
Edinburgh : printed by James Watson, in 
Craig’s-Closs, 1711. $3,500  
 
Folio  13 x 8 ½   inches [ ],a-l2, m1, a1, B-Z2, 
Aa-Zz2, Aaa-Qqq2, A2.A-P2. First 
collected edition   
This copy is bound in its  original full calf 
binding, It has been recently rebacked retaining 
the original spine. This is a wonderful copy of 
this book. 
 This is the first edition of Drummond’s 
works, printed under the supervision of his son, it 
contains a brief life of Drummond and his letters 
to Ben Jonson and other poets of his day.  
William Drummond is the last significant figure 
in Scottish poetry before the Eighteenth Century 
language. These conditions were now abolished. 
Poets who had published their work in Scots, 
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followed James in revising it and publishing it in English, and Drummond, who did not go south with the court, was 
left in a state of cultural bereavement. He made a lot of that melancholy state. He became a poet of retreat and 
death, like Henry Vaughan during the Interregnum. 
 
   
 
 
Drummond was a late practitioner of the Petrarchan sonnet sequence in English, but he worked in phrases and ideas 
of the French and Italian masters of late petrarchism. Marino was an author he admired and imitated. The language 
he writes in is not the Scots he spoke but a literary English, as correct as he could learn to make it from reading 
books. His art aims at refined sweetness both in versification and in the preciosity of his reworking and tinkering with 
petrarchan imagery. The landscape of his love-melancholy is a solitary and Arcadian Midlothian. 
 

 On this colde World of Ours,  
Flowre of the Seasons, Season of the Flowrs,  

Sonne of the Sunne sweet Spring,  
Such hote and burning Dayes why doest thou bring?  

 (Madrigal vi, ll. 1-4, Poems, Part 1) 
 

Like Poe, Drummond seems to have felt that the death of a beautiful woman was the best subject for poetry and 
Euphemia Cunningham did her best for him in this respect. Only a year after he had completed the Poems that end 
in mourning her literary epiphany. Religion was another source of melancholy interiority that he exploited; he 
expanded the divine poems of the 1616 collection and brought them out as Flowres of Sion in 1623. The volume 
includes his prose meditation on death, The Cypresse Grove.   In later years he began to compile an uninteresting 
royalist History of Scotland. The Bishops' Wars between Charles I and the Scots Presbyterians and the involvement 
of the Covenant in the politics of the English Civil War stirred Drummond to write political tracts against the 
Covenanters, notably Irene in response to the promulgation of the National Covenant of 1638 and Skiamachia in 
support of the Cross Petition to the Scottish Parliament against moves for an alliance with the English 
Parliamentarians. He did not publish them but they probably circulated in manuscript. Too literary, written in too 
elaborate and beautifully modulated a style to engage effectively in the cut and thrust of Civil War polemic, they 
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nevertheless make shrewd points about the contradictions in which the Covenanters had involved themselves.  John 
Sage, brought out an edition of his works in 1711, which, along with the poems, includes some of his letters, his 
history of Scotland and not very reliable versions of the political works. 
 
Lowndes, p. 675. who reports that Ben Jonson thought of Drummond as a 'Scotian Petrarch' 
  
ESTC Citation No.    T125750 
 
 
 
 
 
 
676f Edmund Gibson, William Drummond,. (1585-1649) James V, King of Scotland (1512-1542) 
  
 
Polemo-Middinia. Carmen macaronicum. Autore Gulielmo Drummundo, Scoto-Britanno: Accedit 
Jacobi id nominis Quinti, Regis Scotorum, Cantilena rustica vulgo inscripta Christs Kirk on the 
green ; Recensuit, notisque illustravit E.G. 
 Oxford: E Theatro Sheldoniano, 1691    $2,500  
Quarto  8 ¼ x6 ¼ inches a4, b2, A-B4, C2. Third edition.  This book is bound in modern quarter calf, 
this is a very clean copy.  
 
The preface and notes by Edmund Gibson are in scholarly Latin, the piece attributed to Drummond is in macaronic 
Latin, the piece attributed to James V in English; the Polemo-Middinia describes a fight between tenants of two 
Scottish manors. For attribution of the Polemo-Middinia to Drummond see Masson, David, Drummond of 
Hawthornden, London, 1873, p. 476 et seq.; attribution of Christs Kirk to James V extremely doubtful, according to 
DNB. Polemo-Middinia first printed Aberdeen, 1650; also previously printed Edinburgh, 1684, with title beginning 
Breviuscula, & compendiuscula, tellatio.  
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 "Christ's Kirk on the green" in English. Also 
attributed to Samuel Colvil.  Poets who had 
published their work in Scots, followed James in 
revising it and publishing it in English, and 
Drummond,. He made a lot of that melancholy 
state: becoming a poet of retreat and death, like 
Henry Vaughan during the Interregnum 
 
Wing D-2204; NUC pre-1956; 149:364; BM 
56:67; Folger, Printed Books 8:74. 
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166F John Dryden 1631-1700  
 
Britannia Rediviva: A Poem On the Birth of the 
Prince.  
 
London: Jacob Tonson, 1688 $750 
 
 Folio 8 ¾ 5  x 6 ¼ xinches A-G4, H2. 51 pages. 
First edition. Modern quarter morocco gilt, a fine, tall and 
clean unpresssed copy with a few minor spots, few uncut 
lower edges, and complete with the Imprimatur leaf. 
This copy comes from the “Brett-Smith Collection. 
Although we have handled a copy in 1969 and two more in 
1976, this is the sole example we have seen since then and 
well may be one of the last and nicest to come on the market 
for the foreseeable future.” (G.W. Stuart)  
 
 In Britannia Rediviva Dryden's celebration of the prince 
seems strained, almost hysterical. The Prince mentioned on 
the title was James Edward Stuart known as "The Old Pretender" 
and whose father, James II, was deposed in the Glorious 
Revolution of 1688. 
 
 
Wing D-2251; MacDonald Dryden 27a. 
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453F John Dryden 1631-1700  
Lucretius a poem against the fear of death. With an ode in memory of the accomplish'd young lady Mrs. Ann Killigrew, excellent in 
the two sister arts of poetry and painting. London: H. Hills, 1709. $800  
 
Octavo 6 ½  x 4 ¼  inches Hills’s pirate edition .A8 
First edition in this form  Price from imprint: Price One PennyThis copy is bound in full reversed calf. Killigrew died of 
smallpox on June 16, 1685, when she was only 25 years old so the question has frequently been raised: is Killigrew so deserving of such an 
immortalizing Ode by Dryden? Had he even read her poetry to properly determine her skills? Some say Dryden defended all poets as 
teachers of moral truths, and therefore Killigrew, despite her lack of experience, deserved his praise. However, evidence shows that she 
might not have been ready to see some of her work published, such as the unfinished poem “Alexandreis,” about Alexander the Great. At 
the end of the poem, she expresses the feeling that the task was too great for her to take on and she would try to finish it at another time. 
Then, there is the question of the last three poems that were found among her papers. They seem to be in her handwriting, which is why 
Killigrew’s father added them to her book. The poems are about the despair the author has for another woman, and could possibly be 
autobiographical if they are in fact by Killigrew. Some of her other poems are about failed friendships, possibly with Katherine Philips or 
Anne Finch, so this assumption may have some validity. 
Anne Killigrew (1686), also an elegy, is devoid of theodicean complaint and provides the consolation of apotheosis throughout. Even when 
Dryden, in one of the best images in the poem ("Destiny ... like a hardn'd Fellon," that is, a rapist, refused to finish the "Murder at a Blow, 
... But ... took a pride / To work more Mischievously slow, / And plunder'd first, and then destroy'd"), laments Killigrew's premature 
death from smallpox, he concludes immediately that she, like Katherine Philips, the matchless "Orinda," died only to be "translate[d]" to 
heaven. Moreover, the person praised is a poet--and a woman to boot. Dryden uses the occasion to apotheosize art itself. Anne is a Beatrice, 
a descendant of "Sappho," whose transmigrating soul now leaves its peregrinations to sing eternally in a heavenly choir and to whom 
Dryden and other poets can now pray for poetic inspiration: 
 

Hear then a Mortal Muse thy Praise rehearse, 
    In no ignoble Verse; 

But such as thy own voice did practise here, 
When thy first Fruits of Poesie were giv'n; 
To make thy self a welcome Inmate there: 

    While yet a young Probationer, 
     And Candidate of Heav'n. 
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Dryden portrays this "Poetess" as having "Wit ... more than Man," 
as being indeed quasi-divine, a second Christ who "attone[s]" for the 
"Second Fall" of mankind through bad poetry, bad art, and bad 
drama; a second Noah in her ability to people creation itself through 
her portraits; and a cocreator who has the power to paint not only 
James II's "Outward Part" but to "call out" with her very "hand" the 
"Image of his Heart." Dryden thus portrays Anne's agency on earth 
as a second Incarnation, one that, like Christ's, raises mankind up to 
higher status--especially the "Sacred Poets," who, at the sound of the 
"Golden Trump" on Judgment Day, will, because "they are cover'd 
with the lightest Ground," spring first from the earth "And streight, 
with in-born Vigour, on the Wing, / Like mounting Larkes, to the 
New Morning sing," led by Anne "As Harbinger of Heav'n, the Way 
to show." Dryden has granted this "Virgin-daughter of the Skies" the 
status of the Blessed Virgin or Sophia, by implication a coequal 
member of the Trinity (from which the figure of woman has been 
conspicuously absent). And one of the main fictions of the poem is 
that his Pindaric poetry itself participates in the divine emanation. 
Without music itself, this poem is as wonderfully lyrical as anything 
the age produced. The play off the inverted iamb every time the line 
begins with "When" and then leads, in the first instance--or slams, in 
the third--into a spondee provides wonderful metrical variation, even 
as the foot-lengths vary, producing, along with the alliterative f's and 
the collapsed iambs of the second line, these great sound effects: 
"When ratling Bones together fly, / From the four Corners of the 
Skie." The use of medial caesuras is masterful especially in the last 
five lines, including double caesuras that allow the succeeding lines to 
explode forth in imitation of the mounting larks/resurrected bodies 
Foxon, D458 
English Short Title Catalog, ESTCT76294. 
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815G John Fisher 1469-1535 
  
Sacri sacerdotij defensio cõtra Lutherum, per 
Reuerendissimu Dominum, dominum 
Johannem Roffeñ. Episcopum, virum singulari 
eruditione omnifariam doctissimum, iam 
primum ab Archetypo euulgata. Cum tabula et 
repertorio tractatorum.  
 
 Colonie : Petri Quentel, 1525 $2,500  
 
Octavo 5 ½ x 4 inches  A8B4,a-G8.   One of three eds. 
printed by Quentel in 1525. One of the others is in 4to 
(Kuczynski 821)- -and the other, in 8vo, has title 1st 
line: "Sacri sacerdotij defensio" (Kuczynski 823)./ Ed. 
by "frater Johãnes Romberch" (leaf [2])./ Signatures:/ 
Royal arms on t.p. Initials. Date in roman numerals. 
Marginal notes printed throughout. 
   
"Sacri sacerdotii defensio contra Lutherum" is a defense 
of the priesthood by arguments in favor of tradition 
against innovation and a divine sanction of the 
priesthood.  
  
Kuczynski, A. Thesaurus libellorum historiam 
Reformationis,; 822; BM STC German, 1465-1600,; 
p. 458; Pegg, M. Pamphlets in Swiss libraries,; 
2493; VD-16,; F-1238; Adams,; F-547 
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454G John Floyd 1572 – 15 September 1649  
 
The meditations, soliloquia, and manuall of the glorious doctour S. Augustine. 
Newly translated into English.  $1,500  
 
Duodecimo 5 ½ x 3 inches A-T12 Second Edition (enlarged) of this Translation  A 
very nice copy expertly rebacked.  
 
John Floyd was an English Jesuit, known as a controversialist. He was known both as a 
preacher and teacher, and was frequently arrested in England. He was born in 
Cambridgeshire in 1572. After studying in the school of the English Jesuits at Eu, Normandy, 
he was admitted in1588 to the English College, Reims, where he studied humanities and 
philosophy. Next he went to the English College, Rome, admitted there 9 October 1590, and 
joined the Society of Jesus on 1 November 1592. On 18 August 1593 Floyd received minor 
orders at Reims or Douai, and on the 22nd of the same month he was sent back to the 
English College at Rome with nine companions, where he taught philosophy and theology, 
and became known as a preacher. In 1609 he became a professed father of the Jesuit order. 
He worked for a long time on the English mission. In 1606, he was detained, and he was 
unable either by entreaties or bribes to escape Sir John Popham. After a year's imprisonment 
he was sent into exile with forty-six other priests, and he spent four years in preaching at St. 
Omer and composing controversial works. Then he returned to England, where he was often 
captured, and frequently contrived to pay off the pursuivants. His last years were spent at 
Leuven, where he was professor of theology. He died suddenly at St. Omer on 15 September 
1649.   
 
Clancy 43; (see)Allison & Rogers #306 
See: DeBacker-Sommervogel volIII col 814 no8 
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920G Joannes  David  1546-1613. 
 
 Duodecim specula deum aliquando videre 
desideranti concinnata.  
 
Antverpiae: Ex officina Plantiniana, apud Ioannem 
Moretum, 1610        $2,600 
 
Octavo 7 ¾ x 4 ¼ inches. *8 A-M8 N4. Second edition.  
  
David was born at Courtrai and entered the society of 
Jesuits in 1581. He was distinguished for his zealous fight 
against heresy.   
 
 
 Includes 12 full page emblematical engravings by Theodore Galle 
 
DeBacker-Sommervogel vol II col. 1851 no. 20.; Daly& Dimler Corpus 
Librorum Emblematum(CLE)J 141. Praz, M. Studies in 17th century 
imagery,; v. 2, p. 46; Landwehr, J. Dutch emblem books,; 53 see also 
The Jesuits and the Emblem Tradition: Selected Papers of the Leuven 
International Emblem Conference, 18-23 August, 1996. 
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945G Eusebius of Caesarea  c. 260-c. 340 
 
 Eusebius Pa[m]phili de eua[n]gelica preparac[i]o[n]e ex greco in latinu[m] translatus 
Incipit feliciter.  
 
[ Cologne, Ulrich Zel, not after 1473]                    $18,000  
 
Folio 10 ¾  x 7 ¾  inches. [a]12, [b-o]10, [p]8 One of the earliest editions most likely the Second, (editio 
princeps : Venice 1470)  This copy is bound in a modern binding of half vellum with corners, flat spine (spine 
renewed, boards slightly rubbed, inside joints split).  
 
This copy contains the fifteen books of the “Praeparatio evangelica,” whose purpose is “to justify the Christian 
in rejecting the religion and philosphy of the Greeks in favor of that of the Hebrews, and then to justify him in 
not observing the Jewish manner of life [...] The following summary of its contents is taken from Mr. Gifford’s 
introduction to his translation of the “Praeparitio:  
 
“The first three books discuss the threefold system of Pagan Theology: Mythical, Allegorical, and Political.  
The next three, IV-VI, give an account of the chief oracles, of the worship of demons, and of the various 
opinions of Greek Philosophers on the doctrines of Fate and Free Will.  Books VII-IX give reasons for 
preferring the religion of the Hebrews founded chiefly on the testimony of various authors to the excellency of 
their Scriptures and the truth of their history.  In Books X-XII Eusebius argues that the Greeks had borrowed 
from the older theology and philosphy of the Hebrews, dwelling especially on the supposed dependence of 
Plato upon Moses.  In the the last three books, the comparson of Moses with Plato is continued, and the 
mutual contradictions of other Greek Philosphers, especially the Peripatetics and Stoics, are exposed and 
criticized.”   
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The “Praeparitio” is a gigantic feat of 
erudition, and, according to Harnack 
(Chronologie, II, p. 120), was, like many of 
Eusebius’ other works, actually composed 
during the stress of the persecution.  It ranks, 
with the Chronicle, second only to the Church 
History in importance, because of its copious 
extracts from ancient authors, whose works 
have perished.” (CE) 
  
 It is also very interesting because of its 
numerous lively fragments from historians and 
philosophers which are nowhere else 
preserved, e.g. a summary of the writings of 
the Phoenician priest Sanchuniathon, or the 
account from Diodorus Siculus' sixth book of 
Euhemerus' wondrous voyage to the island of 
Panchaea, and writings of the neo-Platonist 
philosopher Atticus.  
     Eusebius (c. 263-339), Greek historian and 
exegete, Christian polemicist and scholar 
Biblical canon, became bishop of Cesarea in 
314 and is considered as the father of Church 
History as his writings are very important for 
the first three centuries of the Christianity.
   
 
 
 
Goff E119; BMC I 194  
(United States of America: Boston Public Library 
Indiana Univ., The Lilly Library (- 2 ff.) 
YUL);  
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770E Fulke, Lord Brooke Greville 1554-1628  
 
Certaine Learned And Elegant VVorkes Of The Right Honorable Fvlke Lord Brooke, Written in his 
Youth, and familiar Exercise with Sir Philip Sidney. The seuerall Names of which Workes the 
following page doth declare.  
 
London: Printed by E.[lizabeth]P[urslowe]. for Henry Seyle, at the the Tygers head in St. Paules Church-yard, 1633
  $4,500  
 
Small folio 8 ¼ x 5 ½ inches. π2; d-k4, L2, D-Z4, Aa-Qq4 Rr6, This copy is complete, lacking the first and last 
blank leaves. 
 
In all the known copies of this work the pagination begins with p. 23, signature d. It is generally believed that the 
book originally began with "A treatise on religion" said to have been suppressed by order of Archbishop Laud. 
Grosart thinks the missing pages were prefatory matter containing a life of the author "with fuller details of his 
murder than his friends cared to let the world read" as stated in Biographia Britannica. cf. Memorial-introd. in 
Grosart’s edition of Brooke’s works, 1870, and Grolier Club, Catalogue of ... works ... from Wither to Prior, 1905.
 First edition.   
 
This copy is in good condition internally with  only the usual minor dampstaining, and closely trimed . It is bound in 
fll nineteenth century calfskin, ruled in gilt with  edges stained safron. The binding has been skillfully rebacked . 
“Fulke Greville, afterwards Lord Brooke, who wrote (but did not publish) at the end of the sixteenth century a 
miscellaneous collection of poems called Caelica. The collection consisted of one hundred and nine short poems, on 
each of which the author bestowed the title of sonnet. Only thirty-seven, however, are quatorzains. The remaining 
seventy-two so-called ‘sonnets’ are lyrics of all lengths and in all meters. 
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There is little internal connection among Brooke’s poems, and 
they deserve to be treated as a series of independent lyrics. […] 
The series was published for the first time as late as 1633, in a 
collection of Lord Brooke’s poetical writings. It may be reckoned 
the latest example of the Elizabethan sonnet-sequence.” (quoted 
from page 304, Cambridge History of English Literature, vol. 
III) 
“If Fulke Greville, first Lord Brooke (1554-1628), had been born 
twenty years later, he might perhaps have stood —with 
Chapman rather than with Donne— in the forefront of the 
metaphysical movement. What Edward Phillips called his ‘close, 
mysterious and sentencious way of writing’ is nearer the 
metaphysical than the Spenserian manner, yet Greville shows, in 
Humane Learning, a Hobbesian distrust of metaphor, and his 
normal utterance is of a massive realistic plainness fitted for 
sober and penetrating thought. In parts of Caelica, which was 
begun under Sidney’s inspiration, he wreathed iron pokers into 
true-love knots, and although, according to Naunton, he ‘lived, 
dyed, a constant Courtier of the Ladies,’ no series of love poems 
was ever less amorous. For all the Petrarchan and Sidneian 
fancies, and the omnipresence of Cupid, Caelica, Myra, and 
Cynthia are something less than shadows, and towards the end 
they fade away altogether behind religious and philosophical 
reflection.” (quoted from page 94, Bush’s English Literature in 
the Earlier Seventeenth Century)   
 
 
 
STC 12361,; Grolier’s Wither to Prior, # 406; Pforzheimer 
437.;Hayward #68 
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941G Nehemiah  Grew 1641-1712 
  
Musaeum Regalis Societatis. Or A Catalogue & 
Description Of the Natural and Artificial Rarities 
Belonging to the Royal Society And preserved at 
Gresham Colledge. Made By Nehemjah Grew M.D. 
Fellow of the Royal Society, and of the Colledge of 
Physitians. Whereunto is Subjoyned the Comparative 
Anatomy Of Stomachs and Guts. By the same Author.
  
 
London: Printed by W. Rawlins, for the Author, 1681         
 $2,600  
 
Folio 12 ½ x 7 ¾ inches. [ ]1 (engraved portrait 
frontispiece), A6, [ ]1 (one blank, perhaps the conjugate of 
the portrait), B-Z4, Aa-Zz4, Aaa-Ddd4, A-E4, F2. 1 blank 
and 31 leaves of plates. First edition. It is bound in 
seventeenth century English calfskin boards, with large 
speckles, rebacked in the last century  with a red spine label.
 The leaves are in beautiful condition in this book 
they are clean, crisp, without stains or defects. There are a 
few contemporary notes in pen of a contemporary annotator who corrected the text.(as found in all 
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copies) The text portion of this book consists of descriptions of mysterious and intriguing oddities 
collected by the Royal Society in its early days. The far east, the new world, and beyond, all of these 
remote locales yielded their most notable artifacts, natural objects, animals, plants, machines and more. 
Some of the things described in this book are listed here: an Egyptian mummy, a male human fetus, the 
skin of a moor, the skeleton of a man, and one of a woman, the skeleton of an abortive human fetus, 
human skulls, a penis, the womb of a woman, a piece of bone “voided by Sir W. Throgmorton with his 
Urine,” a monkey, a sloth, the skull of a tiger, the skull of a hippopotamus, the fore tooth of a beaver, a 
weasel-headed armadillo, the flying squirrel, the horns of a Syrian goat, a monstrous calf with two heads, 
the skin of a rhinoceros, the tusk of an elephant, a hairy ball taken from the stomach of a bull in Brazil, 
many tortoise shells, a crocodile, a chameleon, a senembi lizard of Brazil, the skin of a few snakes from 
Brazil, a great bat from the West Indies, a bird of paradise, a great red and blue parrot, a humming bird, 
the leg of a dodo, several loons, an auk (now extinct), many eggs and nests, many whale bones, a white 
shark, the head of a dolphin, the skeleton of a porpoise, a skate, a sturgeon, a lobster, many crabs, 
butterflies, wasps, the nocoonaca from the West Indies, fruits, nuts, berries, coral, stones, gems, an air 
pump, a condensing engine, a weather clock, two microscopes, an otocoustick, a reflecting telescope, a 
model of a winding stair case, a double bottomed ship, a canoe, a poisoned dagger, a cider press, 
Virginian money, a hammock, many American Indian every day objects, Iceland gloves, the fan of an 
Indian king, a snow shoe from Greenland, and more, much much more. In the plates some of the subjects 
include the hippopotamus skull, the buttock skin of a rhinoceros, tortoise shells, the complete skeleton 
of a crocodile, the sea unicorn, a coconut, fish, bird’s nests, shells, insects, and more. This is an 
intriguing and marvelous book.      Wing G-1952;; Y; DNB, p. 609. Morton, L.T. Morton's medical bibliography,; 297; Catalogue of printed 

books in the Wellcome Historical Medical Library,; III, page 164; Hardin Library for the Health Sciences. Heirs of Hippocrates (3rd ed.),; 640  
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825G Sir Matthew Hale 1609-1676  
 
The Primitive Origin of Mankind considered and examined according to the light of nature.  
 
London: William Godbid for William Shrowsbery, 1677           $2,500  
 
Folio 12 ½  x 7 ¾  inches  a-4,b2,B-Z4, Aa-Zz4, Aaa-Bbb4,Ccc2. First edition This copy is bound in full later 
panneled calf  with a spine label. It is a very handsome copy. This copy was owned by Desmond Morris, and has his 
book plate.  
  
 “The problem of human origins, of how and when the first humans appeared in the world, has been addressed in a 
variety of ways in western thought. In the 17th century the predominant explanation for the origin of the world and 
the beings that inhabit it, especially human beings, was based on the biblical account of creation. It was almost 
universally accepted that humans had been created by a supernatural agent using supernatural means. But 
alternative explanations for the production of the first humans did exist, according to which the first humans were 
produced by nature through some form of spontaneous generation” (Matthew R. Goodrum). In response to Isaac de 
la Peyrere‘s theory of polygenesis, Hale advanced his own theory that the earth was not eternal, but rather had a 
spontaneous “beginning,” and went on to defend “the Mosaic account of the single origin of all peoples” (Norman). 
He further believed “that in animals, especially insects, various natural calamities reduce the numbers to low levels 
intermittently, so maintaining the balance of nature” (Garrison & Morton). Hale anticipated Malthus in studying the 
growth of a population from a single family, and “seems to have been the first to use the expression ‘geometrical 
proportion” in respect to population (Hutchinson). Primitive Origination was written as the first part of a larger 
manuscript entitled Concerning Religion, the whole of which “was submitted to Bishop Wilkins, who showed it to 
Tillotson. Both advised condensation, for which Hale never found leisure” (DNB). This first part, called 
“Concerning the Secondary Origination of Mankind,” was published after his death as The Primitive Origination of 
Mankind. A lawyer by trade, Hale distinguished himself after the fire of London in 1666 by deciding many cases of 
owner and tennant dispute, and helped facilitate the rebuilding of the city.  He also publically demonstrated his 
belief in witches when as a judge he condemned more than one suspected witch to death.   
 
Wing H-258;Norman 965. ;Garrison & Morton 215. ;Lowndes, 973. 
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689G  Herbert, George. (1593-1633) andChristopher Harvey 1597-1663  
 
The Temple. Sacred Poems and Private Ejaculations. By Mr. George Herbert, Late Oratour of the 
University of Cambridge. Together with his Life. with several Additions. Psal. 29. In his Temple 
doth every man speak of his honour. The Tenth Edition, with an Alphabetical Table for ready 
finding out the chief places. 
         [bound with] 
 The Synagogue: Or The Shadow Of The Temple. Sacred Poems, And Private Ejaculations. In 
Imitation of Mr. George Herbert. The Sixth Edition, Corrected and Enlarged.  
 
London: Printed by W. Godbid, for R.S. and are to be Sold by John Williams Junior, in Cross-Key Court in Little-
Britain, 1674 
London: Printed for Robert Stephens, at the Kings-Arms in Chancery-Lane, 1673 $3,000  
 
Duodecimo 5 ¾  x 3 ½ inches [π]6, [*]5, A-L12, K6; A-C12; A-B12, C6. The tenth edition. This copy is a 
very nice and tidy copy bound in 19th century vellum over boards. A very nice copy   
This work contains 140 stanzic patterns, including the most famous shaped poem in the English language. Herbert’s 
reputation rests on this remarkable collection of poems which mark perfectly the Metaphysical tone of his spiritual 
unrest which is resolved in final peace. “the Herbert we know through ‘Aaron,’ ‘Discipline,’ ‘The Collar,’ ‘The 
Pulley,’ and many other poems in which he strives to subdue the willful or kindle the apathetic self. His principal 
themes are those ‘two vast, spacious things, Sinne and Love.’ There is nothing soft in the poet who seeks to engrave 
divine love in steel; and a catalogue of gratuitous, untempered, and short-lived sweets leads up to the magnificent 
contrast of the disciplined soul that ‘never gives.’ (Bush)   
 
Wing H-1521; Wing H-1049; Palmer IV, 12. 
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917G Willem van Hees  (Gulielmus  Hesius) 1601-1690  
 
Emblemata sacra de  fide, spe, charitate  
 
Antuerpiae : Ex officina Plantiniana Balthasaris Moreti, 1636 
 $1,900  
 
Octavo 5 ¾ x 3 ¼ inches.  A-R12.There are 116 emblems half-page 
emblematic woodcuts (Liber I with 41, Liber II with 30, Liber III 
with 40) and 5 unsigned, unnumbered half-page woodcut 
illustrations (p. 6, 8, 18, 147, 263).  The Emblems are from woodcuts by 
Jan Christoffel Jegher after Erasmus Quellinus--See Praz. 
 Hees is said to have influenced Artus Quellinus II .( St. Walburga Church in 
Bruges: an oak pulpit remarkable for breaking with tradition: the barrel is not 
supported by heavy volutes but rests firmly on a single figure representing Faith 
(rather than the more usual multiple archangels and church fathers) and the 
stairs at the back).                 
   Hees’ influence has been identified in Vermeer’s The Allegory of Faith in the 
glass orb on which the woman sets her eyes.  “According to Eddy De Johgh, 
Vermeer appears to have taken it from a 1636 emblem book by the Jesuit Willem 
Hesius, Emblemata sacra de fide, spe, charitate. In the emblem, "Capit Quod 
Non Capit", a winged boy, a symbol of the soul, is shown holding a sphere 
reflecting a nearby cross and the sun. In a poem accompanying the emblem,  
Hesius states that the sphere's ability to reflect the world is similar to the mind's ability to believe in God.”[1] Selena Cant has 
written that the sphere is : 
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"symbol of the human mind and its capacity both to reflect and to 
contain infinity."[2]      
DeBacker-Sommervogel,;vol. IV, col. 336, no. 3;  Corpus librorum emblematum. Jesuit 
series,; J.661; Emblem books at the Univ. of Illinois,; H23; Landwehr, J. Emblem 
books in the Low Countries,; 203; 
Landwehr, J. Dutch emblem books,; 
83; Praz, M. Studies in 17th cent. 
imagery (2nd ed.), 

1. Arthur K. Wheelock, Jr., 
editor, Johannes Vermeer, catalogue of an 
exhibition National Gallery of Art, Washington, 
and the Royal Cabinet of Paintings Mauritshuis, 
p 192, citing Eddy De Jongh, "Pearls of Virtue 
and Pearls of Vice", Simiolus 8: 69–97, 
1975/1976, The Hague; pp 190–195, New 
Haven: Yale University Press, 1995 

2.  Liedtke, Walter A. (2001). Vermeer 
and the Delft School. Metropolitan Museum of 
Art. pp. 399–402.  
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808G Thomas Hobbes 1588-1679 De Mirabilibus Pecci. Being the Wonders of the Peak in 
Derby-shire. Commonly Called The Devil’s Arse of Peak. In English and Latine. The Latine written 
by Thomas Hobbes of Malmsbury. The English by a Person of Quality. 
 London: Printed for William Crook at the Green Dragon without Temple-Bar 1678             $2,000 
Octavo 6 ¼ x 3 ¾  inches A-E8, F7 (F8 blank and lacking) First English edition .This copy is bound in later quarter 
calf. From 1608, Hobbes, was appointed tutor to William, only two years his junior.  During this interval Hobbes 
wrote a Latin poem, giving an account of a short tour of the Peak in Derbyshire, made in company with the second 
earl.  It was, it appears, a new year’s gift to his friend, who rewarded him with a gift of 5 pounds. The poem was first 
published in 1636. This version includes the original Latin and an English translation by ‘a Person of Quality.’ 
Chatsworth House which features largely in the poem as one of the Wonders of the Peak: Wing H-2224; T.C. I. 
296.  
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805G Christopher Irvine fl 1638-1685 Historiæ Scoticæ nomenclatura Latino-vernacula: multis 
flosculis, ex antiquis Albinorum monumentis, & lingua Galeciorum prisca decerptis, adspersa. In 
gratiam eorum, qui Scotorum nomen, & veritatis 
numen colunt, Christophorus Irvinus, abs Bon-Bosco, 
auspice summo numine, concinnavit;  
 
Et Edinbruchii : sumptibus Gideonis Schaw, bibliopolæ nobilis, 
typisq[ue] Andersonianis regiis, calendas Januarias, 
M.CD.LXXXII. [sic] Imprimi curavit, [1682]                 
 $2,500  
Octavo 6 ½ x 4 inches   A-M4. First Edition This copy is 
bound in nice later full calf.  Irvine was physician, 
philologist, and antiquary, (Preface to his Nomenclatura). ‘After 
my travels,’ he continues, ‘the cruel saints were pleased to mortify 
me seventeen nights with bread and water in close prison’ (ib.) 
Allowed to return to Scotland, he was reduced to teaching in 
schools at Leith and Preston (Sibbald, Bibliotheca Scotica, MS. 
Adv. Lib. ap. Chambers). About 1650 Irvine resumed the 
profession to which he seems to have been bred, and became 
surgeon, and finally physician, at Edinburgh. He was present in 
the camp of Charles II in Athol in June 1651 At the battle of 
Worcester he made his peace with the party in power, and was 
appointed about 1652 or 1653 surgeon to Monck's army in 
Scotland. This office he held until the Restoration. He was in 
London in 1659, and after the Restoration held the office of 
surgeon to the horse-guards. By what he calls ‘a cruel 
misrepresentation’ he lost his public employment before 1682 
(Preface to Nomenclatura). Irving says he was also 
historiographer to Charles II.  
Wing I-1051 
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393G Silvester, Jenks,   1656?-1714.  
 
An essay upon the art of love, containing An Exact Anatomy of Love and all the other Passions which attend it.  
 
[London?] : [s.n.], Printed MDCCII. [1702] $1,000 
 
Octavo 5 x 3 inches.  A-M12 N6 First edition. This is a very nice copy bound in contemporary calf. Jenks was educated at Douai 
College, where he was professor of philosophy from 1680 to 1686        Jenks, Sylvester, bishop-elect of Callipolis in partihtu, He was a 
Catholic non-juror in 1717. At an early age, Sylvester Jenks was sent to Douay College, where he took the missionary oath, in the name of 
Medcalfe, Aug. 15, 1675. Lady Yate, of Harvington Hall, Worcestershire, undertook the principal part of the expense of his education. He 
progressed rapidly in his studies, and, having completed the course of divinity, publicly defended his tlieses on July 12, 1680. Dr. Edward 
Paston was moderator, and the occasion was honoured with the presence of Guido de Save, bishop of Arras, to whom the young divine 
dedicated his theses. He was then appointed professor of philosophy in the college. In the meantime he was ordained priest, Sept 23, 1684, 
and, after teaching philosophy for six years, was sent to England, Sept. 23, 1686. 
His first mission was Harvington Hall, the seat of his great friend and patroness, Lady Yate, The quiet life which he-enjoyed there, however, 
was soon exchanged for more active scenes.  James II., in his progress through the country, being made acquainted with his abilities, called 
him up to London, and appointed him one of his preachers in ordinary. It was but for a short time that he held this honorary position, for the 
revolution of 1688 necessitated his flight, and he resided in Flanders. Subsequently he returned to England, and was stationed in London, 
for he was appointed by the chapter archdeacon of Surrey and Kent In one of his letters he refers to a journey to his native county, 
Shropshire, which he commenced on June 18, 1706, but it would seem that it was only for a visit to his relatives and friends.. His abilities and 
his strictly religious life were so highly appreciated by his brethren that he was proposed by Bishops Giffard and Witham for the vicariate of 
the northern district, vacant by the death of Bishop James Smith in 1711. In a particular congregation, held Aug. 13, the Propaganda 
unanimously elected Sylvester Jenks to be vicar-apostolic of the northern district, and the Pope gave his consent on Aug. 22, 1713. On the 
following Nov. 13, the agent in Rome for the English clergy applied to the Propaganda in congregation for faculties for Monsignor Jenks, 
Bishop of Callipolis in partibiis, and vicar-apostolic of England. In another particular congregation, held Feb. 4, 1714, it was reported that 
the arrival of the brief, sent in August, 1713, had not been notified to the Propaganda. It had been sent to the internuncio of Flanders through 
the Propaganda secretariat. In the congregation held on the following July 3, a letter was laid before the Propaganda, written on April 15, 
1714, by Bishops Giffard and Witham, to thank their eminences, the cardinals of the congregation, for the election of Mr. Jenks, whom they 
had proposed for the northern vicariate. They at the same time mentioned, in excuse for Mr. Jenks, who had not himself written to 
Propaganda, the circumstance of his having been seriously ill.  He was possessed of singular qualifications, says Dodd, but most especially 
was he remarkable for the clearness of his conceptions, his well-balanced mind, and the elegance of his language. His theological learning 
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and abilities were most eminent, and his strictly religious life was an example of solid piety and sterling humility. To conclude, his own 
words may be quoted from the preface to his "Blind Obedience": 
 
—" I keep my name to myself, and my reason is, because I love a quiet life. I 
ever looked upon it as the greatest blessing which a bad world can afford, and 
am persuaded that being private is the easiest and securest way of being quiet. 
Besides, I see no good there is in being talked of, either well or ill. The one is 
good for nothing but to make a man vain; the other is apt to make him vexed; 
all to no purpose." 
 
Dodd, Ch. Hist., vol. iii. p. 486; Mazicre Brady, Episc. Succession, vol. iii. ; 
Boiven, God's Safe Way; Bcnveti, The Lavs, July to Aug. 1872, pp. 30, 36, 59 ; 
Jenks, Contrite and Hitmbl; Heart. 
  Gillow vol III page 619 #11 
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907G Johannes de Verde (d.1437) 
 
Sermones Dormi secure vel dormi sine cura de t[em]p[or]e. 
     [bound with] 
Sermones Dormi secure de tempore et de sanctis. 
 
 Nuremberg : Anton Koberger, 12 Mar. 1498 
              Nuremberg : Anton Koberger, 5 Jan. 1494                                                $15,000  
 
Folio 11 x 8  inches A-F8 G6 & a-e8 f6  g-k8 I10 The first works lacks title slug. Rubicated in red and blue thruout. 
The two parts of the famous preaching collection of the Franciscan monk Johannes de Verdana , who, besides 
Johann von Minden and Heinrich von Werl, belonged to the three best known German preachers of the thirties of 
the fifteenth century. The "Sermones Dormi secure" is a command to calm the preacher who can keep his sermons 
on Sundays and holidays (de tempore et de sanctis) without his having the nights With composing your own texts. 
Compiled by a Franciscan friar, this collection of 71 sermons was intended to provide sample texts for those 
preachers who could not create their own. The nickname of the collection, “dormi secure” (“sleep soundly”), may 
have implied jokingly that its users were too ignorant or lazy to compose new sermons on short deadlines. Although 
it was a highly successful book, appearing in dozens of editions, Martin Luther dismissed it as “donkey dung, 
introduced by the devil.” Compiled by a Franciscan friar, this collection of 71 sermons was intended to provide 
sample texts for those preachers who could not create their own. The nickname of the collection, “dormi secure” 
(“sleep soundly”), may have implied jokingly that its users were too ignorant or lazy to compose new sermons on 
short deadlines. Although it was a highly successful book, appearing in dozens of editions, Martin Luther dismissed it 
as “donkey dung, introduced by the devil.”  (oh Luther)This practical preaching document was particularly 
popular and was printed between 1476 and 1500 in more than 30 editions in Germany, France, the Netherlands 
and Switzerland. Numerous other editions were held until the 17th century.   
 
 De tempore: Goff J468; HC 15977; Walsh 759; Pr 2120; BMC II 444; BSB-Ink I-551; GW M14946 
De sanctis: Goff J470; HC 15979*; IBP 3259; SI 2227; Sajó-Soltész 1969; Coll(U) 872; Walsh 736; Pr 2087; 
BMC II 438; BSB-Ink I-539; GW M14945  
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(Goff and ISTC showing two copies 
in the US :Harvard  & St Bonaventure 
Univ) 
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683G Benjamin Jonson ca. 1572-1637 The Works of Ben Jonson, which were formerly Printed in 
Two Volumes, are now Reprinted in One, to which is added a Comedy, called the New Inn, with 
Additions never before Published.    
 
London: Thomas Hodgkin, H. Herringman, E. Brewster, T. Bassett, R. Chiswell, M. Wotton, G. Conyers, 1692
 $6,500  
 
Folio 14 ½ x 9 inches. A6, B-Ll4, Oo-Bbb4, Ccc2, Eee-Zzz4, Aaaa-Zzzz4, Aaaaa4, Bbbbb6. “Dr. Greg called 
attention to the fact that sheet Ccc of this volume is invariably discolored. Besides that sheet, in all copies examined, 
sheet Zz2-3 is likewise foxed.” (Pforzheimer) Notably, these sheets are printed on paper which has a watermark not 
found elsewhere in the volume. The foxing is most likely due to the inferior quality of the paper, since all offending 
sheets share the same watermark. First complete collected edition. This copy is bound in contemporary calf 
with a gilt stamp of initals under a correnet  which has been rebacked. It is a very large and clean copy. This is 
the first complete single volume edition, and last of the folio editions, of Ben Jonson’s works. It is truly complete, 
containing all the masques; epigrams; plays; verse letters and panegyrics; sonnets; the English Grammar; Timber, or 
Discoveries; and the translation of Horace’s de Arte Poetica. The New Inne is included in this collected edition for 
the first time.   “Jonson’s life was tough and turbulent., Ben was adopted in infancy by a bricklayer and educated by 
and antiquarian William Camden, before necessity drove him to enter the army. In Flanders, where the Dutch with 
English help were warring against the Spaniards, he fought single-handed with one of the enemy before the massed 
armies, and killed his man. Returning to England about 1595, he began to work as an actor and playwright but was 
drawn from one storm center to another.He killed a fellow actor in a duel, and escaped the gallows only by pleading 
‘benefit of the clergy’ (i.e., by proving he could read and write, which entitled him to plead before a more lenient 
court). He was jailed for insulting the Scottish nation at a time when King James was newly arrived from Scotland. 
He took furious part in an intricate set of literary wars with his fellow playwrights. Having converted to Catholicism, 
he was the object of deep suspicion after the Gunpowder Plot of Guy Fawkes (1605), when the phobia against his 
religion reached its height. Yet he rode out all these troubles, growing mellower as he grew older, and in his latter 
years became the unofficial literary dictator of London, the king’s pensioned poet, a favorite around the court, and 
the good friend of men like Shakespeare, Donne, Francis Beaumont, John Selden, Francis Bacon. In addition, he 
engaged the affection of younger men (poets like Robert Herrick, Thomas Carew, and Sir John Suckling, speculative 
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thinkers like Lord Falkland and Sir Kenelm Digby), who delighted to christen themselves ‘sons of Ben.’ Sons of Ben 
provided the 
nucleus of the 
entire ‘Cavalier 
school’ of English 
poets.” (Norton 
Anthology of 
English Literature)  
Wing J-1006; 
Pforzheimer 
561. 
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907G Johannes de Verde (d.1437) 

                     Sermones Dormi secure vel dormi sine cura de t[em]p[or]e. 
                      [bound with] 
                     Sermones Dormi secure de tempore et de sanctis. 

 

                                                                                                                                                       

               

 

 

                

               Nuremberg : Anton  Koberger, 12 Mar. 1498 
               Nuremberg : Anton Koberger,    5 Jan. 1494                                                $12,000  

Folio 11 x 8  inches A (-A1)-F8 G6 [bound with]  a-e8 f6  g-k8 I10 

 The first works lacks title slug. The second work is complete. These two books are rubicated in red 
and blue throuout. It has a manuscript index on the verso of the final leaf.  It is bound in blind 
stamped original calf over wooden boards ,nicely rebacked.   The two parts of the famous preaching 
collection of the Franciscan monk Johannes de Verdana , who, besides Johann von Minden and 
Heinrich von Werl, belonged to the three best known German preachers of the thirties of the 
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fifteenth century.    

  The "Sermones Dormi secure" is a 
command to calm the preacher who can 
keep his sermons on Sundays and holidays 
(de tempore et de sanctis) without his 
having so stay up all night composing your 
own texts.  Compiled by a Franciscan 
friar, this collection of 71 sermons was 
intended to provide sample texts for 
those preachers who could not create 
their own. The nickname of the 
collection, “dormi secure” (“sleep 
soundly”), may have implied jokingly that 
its users were too ignorant or lazy to 
compose new sermons on short deadlines.  

Although it was a highly successful book, 
appearing in dozens of editions, Martin 
Luther dismissed it as: 
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    “Donkey dung, introduced by the devil.”    

                           (oh Luther) 

This practical preaching document was 
particularly popular and was printed between 1476 
and 1500 in more than 30 editions in Germany, 
France, the Netherlands and Switzerland. 
Numerous other editions were printed until the 
17th century.   

 

 

ad1)  De tempore: Goff J468; HC 15977; Walsh 759; Pr 
2120; BMC II  

ad2)De sanctis: Goff J470; HC 15979 Walsh 736; Pr 2087; 
BMC  

(Goff and ISTC showing only two copies in the US :Harvard  
& St Bonaventure Univ) 
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             “ Nothing is more beautiful than know all things”  
 
622G Athansius Kircher 1602-1680 
 
 Ars Magna Sciendi, In XII Libros digesta. Qua Nova & Universali Methodo Per 
Artificiosum Combinationum contextum de omni re proposita plurimis & prope infinitis 
rationibus disputari, omniumque summaria quædam cognitio compari potest… (tomes 1&2)
  
 
Amsterdam: Apud Joannem Janssonium à Waesberge, & Viduam Elizei Weyerstraet, 1669 $11,500  
 
Folio 14 ½ x 9 inches  *4, **4, A-Z4, Aa-Gg4-Zz4, Aaa-Ooo4, Ppp6.  
First edition. This copy is bound in full  original calf with a gilt spine with an expertly executed early rebacking. The 
vovell sheets are present but not cut or placed. And two very large foldouts A complete copy with the usual browing.
  
 
The ‘Ars Magna Sciendi’ is Kircher’s exploration and development of the ‘Combinatoric Art’ of Raymond Lull, the 
thirteenth century philosopher. Kircher attempts in this monumental work to classify knowledge under the nine 
ideal attributes of God, which were taken to constitute the pattern for all creation. In the third chapter of this book is 
presented a new and universal version of the Llullistic method of combination of notions. Kircher seems to be 
convinced that the Llullistic art of combination is a secret and mystical matter, some kind of esoteric doctrine. In 
contrast with Llull, who used Latin words, words with clearly defined significations for his combinations, Kircher 
began filling the tables with signs and symbols of a different kind. By doing this Kircher was attempting to penetrate 
symbolic representation itself. ( forming a ‘symbolic-Logic) 
Kircher tried to calculate the possible combinations of all limited alphabets (not only graphical, but also 
mathematical). He considered himself a grand master of decipherment and tried to (and thought he did) translate 
Egyptian hieroglyphic texts, he felt that knowledge was a process of encoding and decoding. His tabula generalis, the 
more mathematical way of thinking created the great difference between Llull and Kircher.   
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Kircher used the same circle-figures of Llull, but the alphabet which Kircher proposes as material for his 
combination-machine reveals the difference to Lullus' at first sight.  It is not the signification in correlation with the 
position in the table, because all nine places in each table are filled with the same significations we find in the 
Llullistic tables, that makes the difference. It is the notation, which creates the difference.  While making certain 
modifications, mainly in the interest of clarity, Kircher retains the main thesis of Raymond Lull in the search for a 
scientific approach to the classification of all branches of knowledge. The central aim of Lull’s and Kircher’s activity 
was to invent a type of logic or scientific approach capable of finding and expressing universal truth. Kircher and his 
seventeenth century contemporaries had discarded common language as a satisfactory vehicle for this undertaking. 
Kircher favored the use of symbols as a possible solution to his problem, which he had explored in his earlier work 
on a non-figurative universal language was not a primary concern of lull’s ‘Combinatoric Art,’ his approach lent 
itself naturally to the seventeenth century savants and their abiding interest in this subject. (see Brian L. Merrill, 
Athansius Kircher An Exhibition at Brigham Young University). 
   
 
 
Sommervogel 1066.28; Merrill 22; Ferguson I. 467; Brunet III, 666; Caillet II, 360.5771; Clendening 10.17; 
De Backer I, 429-30.23; Graesse IV, 21; Reilly #26. 
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622G Ars Magna Sciendi 
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720G Athanasius Kircher 1602-1680  
 
Athanasi Kircheri Fuldensis Buchonii è Soc. Jesu presbyteri ars magna lucis et umbræ, in X. libros 
digesta. Quibus admirandæ lucis & umbræ in mundo, atque adeò universa natura, vires 
effectusque uti nova, ita varia novorum reconditiorumque speciminum exhibitione, ad varios 
mortalium usus, panduntur. Editio altera priori multò auctior.  
 

 
Amstelodami, apud Joannem Janssonium à Waesberge, & 
hæredes Elizæi Weyerstraet. 1671 .  $15,000  
 
Folio 15 x 9 ¾ inches  *4, **4, ***6, (*)2, A-Xxxx4 Second 
Enlarged edition Bound in contemporary calf, with nicely gilt 
spine. Kircher’s Major Scientific Work and his Principal 
Contribution to Optics"In Ars magna lucis et umbrae Kircher 
discusses the sources of light and shadow. The work deals 
especially with the sun, moon, stars and planets. Kircher also 
treats phenomena related to light, such as optical illusions, 
color and refraction, projection and distortion, comets, 
eclipses, and instruments that use light, such as sundials and 
mirrors. He theorizes about the type of mirror supposed to 
have been used by Archimedes to set Roman ships afire, 
drawing from notes of his own experiments performed in the 

harbor of Syracuse. The work includes one of the first treatises on phosphorous and fireflies. Here Kircher also 
published his depictions of Saturn and Jupiter as he saw them through a telescope in Bologna in 1643. On that 
occasion he observed that the planets were neither perfectly round nor self-luminous, contrary to the popular 
Aristotelian belief that they are perfect, unchanging spheres."Kircher takes a great interest in sundials and mirrors in 
this book, and several interesting engravings are of fanciful sundials. He had written extensively on these subjects on 
his previous work, the Primitiae gnomonicae catoptricae. In Ars magna lucis et umbrae Kircher also discusses an 
odd ancestor of the modern projector: a device called the 'magic lantern,' of which he is generally, though 
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erroneously, considered the inventor. "Before writing this work, Kircher had read Kepler's Ad vitellionem 
paralipomena (1604), the first modern work on optics and was influenced to some extent by it. The Ars magna lucis 
et umbrae reveals Kircher's contribution as an astute observer and cataloguer of natural phenomena" (Merrill)
  DeBacker- Sommervogel IV, col.  1050, no.9 ; Merrill 7; Caillet 5770 
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551G Nicholas  Ling fl. ca. 1599 , ed  
 
Politeuphuia, Wits Common-wealth. Newly corrected and amended.  
 
London : printed for E. Flesher, in the year 1684. $2,100  
 
Duodecimo 5 ¾ x 3 ¼  inches. A-O12 (lacking A1, blank.  Edition(?), first printed in 1597. Bound in full period style 
calf, a very nice copy. (see image on page 77)  
 
Usually ascribed to John Bodenham, who planned the collection, though the work appears to have been 
done by Nicholas Ling. Cf. Dedication; also DNB.p. Often cited as Wits’ commonwealth, and some 
editions appeared under that title. Published first in 1597, as the first in a series of which Mere’s "Palladis 
tamia", 1598, was the second, "Wits theater of the little world," by Robert Allott, 1598, the third, and 
"Palladis palatium, wisedoms’ pallace," 1604, the fourth. Cf. DNB. “The popularity of this book, of which 
altogether some eighteen editions before the end of the seventeenth-century were issued, was due it would 
seem to the fact that it filled a peculiar need of the public of the day.  It is difficult to imagine the style and 
tone of the conversation of the later years of Elizabeth’s court -- the written word is the only clue.  But it is 
certain that the more commonly endowed members of a society which included men of such wide reading 
and extensive knowledge as Bacon, Selden, Jonson and Raleigh must have frequently felt the need of 
some compendium of wise and sententious aphorisms by means of which they might ornament their 
discourse.  It is just that function which this volume appears to be intended to fulfill for it is a compilation 
of precepts and maxims, frequently with their source noted, gathered under various heads such as ‘Of 
Courage’, ‘Of Nobilitie’, etc.  Each division begins with a definition and ends with a Latin quotation, 
while the tables which are appended enable one to search not only the divisional topics, but also the 
individual aphorism much in the manner of a modern Bartlett. 
 
“The popularity of this type of manual in the early years of the seventeenth century may be compared 
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with the deluge of ‘outlines’ of this and that which the public 
of the present day is encouraged to imagine will provide a 
short and easy road to knowledge and culture.  This appears 
to be substantiated by the fact that this book is but one, the 
first of a series, of four volumes which for the want of a better 
name is called the ‘Wits Series’.  From the fact that there is 
no indication in this book that it was to be followed by others 
it may be assumed that the series, as a series at least, was not 
projected until after the demand for this first book indicated 
the public taste. 
 
“In the address To the Reader, which otherwise appears to be a 
reprint of the text of the third edition, the present is numbered the 
‘fifteenth edition’. It is quite possible that it is the fifteenth but we 
have only the publisher’s word as no copies of editions five to eight 
can be traced, and it is a well known ‘puffing’ device to 
misnumbered editions.” (Pforzheimer)  
  
Wing L-2337; Pforzheimer 803. 
 
Copies - N.America    
  Folger Shakespeare  
  Harvard University  
  Henry E. Huntington Library and Art Gallery  
  Indiana University  
  San Francisco Public Library  
  University of Cincinnati  
  University of Illinois 
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[another edition] 
 
779G Nicholas Ling fl. ca. 1599  
 
Politeuphuia, Wits Common-wealth. Newly corrected 
and amended.  
 
London :printed by E. Flesher, and are to be sold by Edward 
Brewster at the Crane in St. Pauls Church-yard 
1647.               $3,900  
Duodecimo 5 ¾ x 3 ¼ 4 inches, A-O12. Bound in ninteenth 
century full calf edges gilt a very lovely copy.  Edition(?), first 
printed in 1597.(To the reader: "Courteous reader, encouraged 
by thy kind acceptance, of the first and second impression of 
Wits Common-wealth, I have once more adventured to present 
thee with the foureteenth edition.") 
 
Wing L- 2344; see Pforzheimer 802.;McKerrow 259 [triple 
star]) 
  
Copies - N.America    
Harvard University  
Lehigh University  
Library of Congress  
William Andrews Clark Memorial Library  
University of Minnesota  
Yale University  
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850G Hugh Latimer 1485-1555  
 
The fyrste Sermon of Mayster Hughe Latimer, whiche he preached before the kynges Maiest. 
wythin his graces palayce at Westminster M. D. XLIX. the viii. of Marche. (,’,) Cu gratia et 
Privilegio ad imprimendum solum. 
                  [bound with] 
The seconde Sermon of Maister Hughe Latimer, whych he preached before the Kynges maiestie, iv 
in his graces Palayce at Westminister y. xv. day of Marche. M. ccccc.xlix. Cum gratia et Privilegio ad 
Imprimendum solum. 
 
 [London: by Jhon Day, dwellynge at Aldergate, and Wylliam Seres, dwellyng in Peter Colledge, 1549]
                                           $14,200  
 
Octavo 5 ½ x 3 ¾ inches.  A-D8, A-Y8, Aa-Ee8 (Lacking Ee7 and 8, blank.) First editions, each of the 
two works is one of three or four undated variants, attributed to the year 1549.  This copy is bound in 
nineteenth century calfskin, the hinges starting to crack. The Encyclopedia Britannica calls Hugh 
Latimer’s sermons, “classics of their kind. Vivid, racy, terse in expression; profound in religious feeling, 
sagacious in their advice on human conduct. To the historical student  they are of great value as a mirror 
of the social and political life of the period.” 
 
“All things which are written, are written for our erudition and knowledge.  All things that are written in 
God’s book, in the Bible book, in the book of the Holy Scripture, are written to be our doctrine.” (from 
Hugh Latimer’s Sermon of the Plow) 
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“This was the first of Latimer’s famous Lenten sermons on 
the duty of restoring stolen goods which resulted in the 
receipt of considerable sums of ‘conscience money.’” 
(Phorzimer Catalogue) 
 
“The seven sermons which he preached before the king in 
the following Lent are a curious combination of moral 
fervor and political partisanship, eloquently denouncing a 
host of current abuses, and paying the warmest tribute to 
the government of Somerset.” (DNB)   
 
STC 15270.7; & STC 15274.7;  Pforzheimer #581 and 582; 
McKerrow & Ferguson 64. 
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957G  Richard  Mediavilla [Middleton],  d. 1302/3
  
  
          Commentum super quartem         
Sententarium.. 
 
Venice: Christophorus Arnoldus, [circa 1476-7]
 $22,000  
 
Folio  12 ¼ 9 ¼ inches. a-z10 [et]10 [cum]10 [per]10 A 10 
B-D8 (D8v blank and aa1r blank) aa8 bb10 cc8 {320 leaves 
complete} 
 
Second edition. This copy is rubricated throughout with 
nicely complicated red initials. It is bound in an age 
appropriate binding of full calf over wooden boards with 
clasps and catches with quite impressive end bands.  
  
“Middleton, Richard of [Richard de Mediavilla] Franciscan 
friar, theologian, and philosopher, was born about the 
middle of the thirteenth century in either England or 
France. He studied at Paris, where he formed part of the so-
called neo-Augustinian movement, defending the 
philosophy and theology of Augustine against the inroads of 
Aristotelianism, during the years 1276–87. He probably 
studied under William of Ware and Matteo d'Acquasparta, 
usually viewed as principal figures in this movement.  
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Middleton's Commentary on Peter Lombard's ‘Sentences’ was 
probably begun in 1281 and was completed in 1284, when he became 
regent master of the Franciscan school in Paris, a post he held until 
1287. The chief characteristic of his Commentary is its sober 
assessment of many of the positions of Thomas Aquinas. However, the 
tone of his eighty Quodlibet Questions, produced during his regency, is 
much more critical and on many issues shows a strong anti-Thomist 
reaction. In this they have more in common with his disputed 
questions, which were argued after the condemnations of 1277 but 
before his Sentences commentary. The latter commentary has been 
edited along with his Quodlibet Questions. A small number of his 
disputed questions have also been edited, as have six of his sermons. 
 
Furthermore; nine questions (23 to 31) in this volume form a veritable 
treatise on demonology, a rare type in the thirteenth 
century. Mediavilla’s remark is singular: he is the only thinker who 
gives autonomy of existence to the demon, in the framework of a 
rational description.  
Mediavilla focuses on the present of the devil and its modes of action on 
men. He is the great thinker of the demonic turn of the 1290s.  
This text offers one of the origins of a Western genre, the “novel of 
Satan” 
The questions of volume IV 
23. Did the first sin of the angel come from a good principle?  
24. Can the angel at the moment of his creation sin?  
25 . In the first sin of the angel, was the comparison of the 
creature anterior, according to the order of nature, to the 
distancing from God?  
26. Was the first sin of the angel pride?  
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27 . Did the evil angel repent of his pride?  
28 . In the evil angels, does sin follow another 
sin without end?  
29. Does the sorrow of the evil angels leave her 
with a certain joy?  
30 . Would the evil angels not be?  
31 . Can bad angels play our sensations?  
 
Middleton's link to the neo-Augustinian movement is 
seen especially in his treatment of the will, even though 
he does not entirely follow his teachers, Ware and 
Acquasparta. For Middleton the will is much more 
noble than the intellect, since it is much more noble to 
love God than to understand him. Understanding 
without the corresponding love separates man from 
God. However, the key to the will's nobility is its 
freedom. The intellect is forced by evidence when 
evidence is given; the will also is forced by its nature to 
seek the good, but it is free in choosing the means to its 
predetermined goal. Even if the intellect were prudent 
enough to show man the best means to his goal, he 
would not be forced to adopt them. ‘For although the 
intellect, like a servant with a lamp, points out the way, 
the will, like the master, makes the decisions and can go 
in any direction it pleases’ (Stegmüller, 722). 
 
The superiority of the human will over the intellect 
further manifests itself in Middleton's conception of the 
nature of theology. Certainly, the study of the scriptures 
attempts to clarify human knowledge of both creator 
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and creatures; principally, however, it aims to stimulate man's affections. Middleton believes that scripture prescribes 
laws, forbids, threatens, attracts man through promises, and shows him models of behaviour that he should follow or 
avoid. The study of scripture perfects the soul, moving it toward the good through fear and love. It is more of a 
practical science than a speculative endeavour. A theology that is speculative is one that models itself on the theology 
of the metaphysician or philosopher and tends to reduce Christian faith to reason. 
 
The influence of Aquinas is more in evidence in Middleton's theory of knowledge. Middleton rejects the illumination 
theory of Bonaventure and his more loyal followers. Man's intellectual knowledge can be explained, he argues, by 
the abstraction performed by the agent intellect from the singulars experienced by the human senses. In short, 

human individuals know, and they know by means of their own 
intellectual efforts, not by some special divine illumination. Unlike 
those who endorse the illumination theory, Middleton contends 
that there is no direct knowledge of spiritual beings, including God. 
God is not the first thing known. He can be known only by starting 
with creatures and by reasoning about their origins or final end. 
Middleton died in Rheims on 30 March 1302 or 1303.” [Oxford 
DNB] 
 
See also  Satan the Heretic: The Birth of Demonology in the 
Medieval West November 15, 2006 by Alain 
Boureau (Author), Teresa Lavender Fagan (Translator) 
 
   
Goff M-424; BMC V 206. 
 
(The ISTC shows two US copies…St Louis Univ., Pius XII 
Memorial Library (-) & YUL – i.e. both defective) add 
UCLA. 
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949G Claude-François Menestrier 1631-1705  
 
La philosophie des images enigmatiques, ou il est 
traité des enigmes, hieroglyphiques, oracles, 
propheties, sorts, divinations, loteries, talismans, 
songes, centuries de Nostradamus, de la baguette.  
 
A Lyon : Chez Jaques Guerrier , [1694]        $2,200   
 
Duodecimo 6 ½ x 3 ¾ inches.  â12 , A-X12 First 
Edition This copy is bound in full contemporary 
speckled calf with gilt spine in very good shape with only 
a little wear on the head cap and corners. The 
author explains here the various kinds of enigmas, topics 
such as puzzles, talismans, hieroglyphics, oracles, 
prophecies, divinations, dream interpretations, and 
spells and sorceries. Many of the topics discussed 
parallel the work of Nostradamus.  and establishes their 
characters, rules, and customs. He classifies these 
enigmas into three classes: permissible (like rebus and 
emblems), suspects (like palmistry), and condemned 
ones (like talismanic magic). 
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The Jesuit Claude-François Ménestrier (1631-1705) is one of the most brilliant representatives of a 
baroque culture at its peak in the middle of the 17th century in the former Jesuit province of Lyon, today 
Rhône-Alpes region. He was a man of all talents, prodigious erudition, a prolific author of treatises on 
the coat of arms, emblems, medals, the philosophy of images, history, he was the theoretician, but also 
the director of all Forms 
of spectacle of his time, 
the inexhaustible 
designer of iconographic 
programs associating all 
the cultural legacies of 
France of Louis XIV 
Many of the topics 
discussed parallel the 
work of Nostradamus.  
 
DeBacker-Sommervogel vol.V 
col.935 no. 123; Caillet III 
7376; Jouin et Descreux 535, 
10; Landwehr, Romanic, 520; 
Praz t. II, 92; Chomarat 310; 
Yve-Plessis 1041 
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950G Claude-François Menestrier   1631-1705  
 
L'art des emblemes. Par le P.C. François 
Menestrier, de la Compagnie de Jesus  
 
A Lyon : Chez Benoist Coral, ruë Merciere, à 
l'Enseigne de la Victoire,1662 $2,900  
 
Octavo 6 ½ x 4 ¼ inches.  A4, A-G8, H-O4  First 
Edition. This copy is bound in full contemporary 
speckled calf with gilt spine in very good shape with 
only a little wear on the head cap and corners. As 
Alison Saunders has demonstrated, it is with 
Menestrier that the emblem comes into its own as a 
form worthy of its own full treatise, it is discussed in 
the broader context of devices, and the main interest 
of the writers lay in establishing the differences 
between emblem and device (Alison Saunders, The 
Seventeenth-Century French Emblem [Geneva, 
2000], pp. 332-333). 
Menestrier gives a very detailed exposition of his 
understanding of the emblem, and its function as a 
didactic tool. Above all, it is the didactic nature of 
emblems that Menestrier emphasizes, describing 
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the way in which their pleasing combination of word and 
image is exploited towards a moralizing end. While 
acknowledging Alciati's pioneering role as creator of the 

emblem in its modern form, Menestrier insists on the great 
antiquity of the genre, stating that "Emblems are as ancient as the 
world, in that the world is, so to speak, an Emblem of the Divine," 
substantiating this statement by citing the authority of St. Paul, 
"who taught that the things that Man sees are the images and 
figures representing the wisdom and power of Him who made 
them" ("S. Paul, qui nous apprend que les choses que nous 
voyons, 
sont à l'homme autant d'images & de figures sensibles qui luy 
representent la sagesse aussi bien que la puissance de celuy qui les 
a faites" (p. 5). 
 
 
(D. Graham, Claude-François Menestrier: The Founder of 'Early Modern 
Grounded Theory', in W. de Boer, K.A.E. Enenkel & W.S. Melion [edd.], 
Jesuit Image Theory, Leiden, 2016, p. 120)   
Allut XXIII ; Renard XXV ; Sommervogel V 910, 25 ; Praz 422 ; Landwehr 513 
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904G Theophilus  Metcalfe active 1649.  
 
Manuscript copy of : Short-writing, the most easie, exact, lineal, and speedy method that hath ever 
been obtained, or taught. Composed by Theophilus Metcalfe, author and professor of the said art. 
The last edition. With a new table for shortning of words. Which book is able to make the 
practitioner perfect without a teacher. As many hundreds in this city and elsewhere, that are able to 
write sermons word for word, can from their own experience testifie. 
 

England: after 1689 and before 
1717               $5,500 
 
 
Octavo 6 x 4 inches. 55, [7]pp. + 
portrait of author. The last 
section of 7 pp. contains 
Directions for Book-keeping after 
the Italian Method.   
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This manuscript is bound in full modern calf.
 This copybook manuscript is taken from the 
last edition published by Metcalfe. The entire work 
is done with remarkable calligraphy. This is a rare 
copy manuscript item with complementary 
addendum on Italian Book-Keeping. 
 
Theophilus Metcalfe (bap. 1610 – c.1645) was an 
English stenographer. He invented a shorthand 
system that became popular, in particular, in New 
England, where it was used to record the Salem 
witch trials.[1] 
Metcalfe was Baptised in Richmond, Yorkshire, and was the tenth child of Matthew Metcalfe and his wife 
Maria Taylor; Thomas Taylor (1576–1632) was his mother's brother.  A professional writer and teacher of 
shorthand, Metcalfe in 1645 resided in the London parish of St Katharine's by the Tower. He died that 
year or early in 1646, when his widow assigned rights to reissue the book of his system.   Metcalfe 
published a stenographic system very much along the lines of Thomas Shelton's Tachygraphy. The first 
edition of his work was entitled Radio-Stenography, or Short Writing and is supposed to have been 
published in 1635. A so-called sixth edition appeared at London in 1645. It was followed in 1649 by A 
Schoolmaster to Radio-Stenography, explaining all the Rules of the said Art, by way of Dialogue betwixt 
Master and Scholler, fitted to the weakest capacities that are desirous to learne this Art. Many editions of 
the system appeared under the title of Short Writing: the most easie, exact, lineall, and speedy Method 
that hath ever yet been obtained or taught by any in this Kingdome. 
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961G Johann Niess 1584-1634 
  
Alphabetum Christi :sev virtutes praecipuae, quae 
adolescentem Christianum ornant ; ivventvti in gymnasiis 
Societatis Iesu versanti dicatum, & ad imitationem 
propositum ; una cum appendice seu vita Michaelis 
Ayatumi Adolescentis indi.  
 
Dilingae : formis academicis apud Joannem Federle(IS), 
Federle, Johann 1660/1670 $700  
 
Duodecimo. 5 x  3 ¼  inches  π1,A-V12  A sixth  enlarged 
edition.  Bound in full modern vellum. Niess was admitted 
to the Jesuits at the age of 20. He was a professor of Rhetoric 
at Dillngen and Munich as well as traveling to other German 
universities. His works are Adolescens Europaeus ab Indo 
moribus christ. informatus. - 1629 ,Alphabetum Christi,  
Alphabetum Diaboli. - 1618, De ortu et occasu linguae 
latinae. - 1627,Quatuor Hominis ultima. - 1626. despite this 
interesting output there is little written on Niess.  
This Alphabetum, The ‘Alphabet of Christ’ is a mnemonics 
applied to the learning of Divine Revelation. The book deals 
with human virtues and vices .   
                                                                  DeBacker-Sommervogel vol. V,col. 1767 no.1. 
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933G Katherine  Philips 1631-1664  
 
Poems By the most deservedly Admired Mrs. 
Katherine Philips, The Matchless Orinda. To which 
is added Monsieur Corneilles Pompey & Horace,} 
Tragedies. With several other Translations out of 
French.  
 
London: Printed by T.N. for Henry Herringman , 1678           
$4,500  
 
Folio. 11 x 7 inches . [ ]2, A4, a-Z4, Aa-Tt4, Uu2.  Fourth 
edition.   This copy is in good condition internally. It is 
bound in full seventeenth century English calfskin 
 “The daughter of a London merchant, 
Katherine Fowler [her maiden name] was probably the 
first English woman poet to have her work published. 
She married a gentleman of substance from Cardigan, 
James Philips, and seems to have moved effortlessly into 
the literary circle adorned by Vaughan, Cowley, and 
Jeremy Taylor. She was best known by her pseudonym 
‘Orinda’ and the name appears on the collection of her 
Letters, which give a useful picture of the early 
seventeenth-century literary world. Her translation of 
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Corneille’s ‘Pompee’ was performed in Dublin in 1663 and a collection of her verses was published 
posthumously in 1664.” (Cambridge Guide to English Literature) 
 
Mrs. Philips’ poems were circulated in manuscript, and secured for her a considerable reputation. The 
surreptitious quarto edition produced in 1664 caused her much annoyance, and Marriott, the publisher, 
was obliged to withdraw it from sale, and publicly to express his regret for having issued it.  
 
Some trouble was taken, it would appear, to destroy the copies, which would account for its rarity. In the 
preface of the 1667 edition, reference is made to the ‘false edition,’ and a long letter from the author in 
relation to it is quoted. 
        
P.W. Souers, in his critical biography of Katherine Philips, asserts for her the right to be historically the 
first English poetess—“In her, for the first time in the history of English letters, a woman was received 
into the select company of poets.” Jeremy Taylor dedicated to her his “Discourse on the Nature, Offices, 
and Measures of Friendship;” Abraham Cowley, Henry Vaughan the Silurist, Thomas Flatman, the Earl 
of Roscommon, and the Earl of Cork and Orrery all celebrated her talent, and Dryden could pay no 
higher compliment to Anne Killigrew than to compare her to Orinda. Keats, in a letter to Reynolds in 
1817, quotes her verses with approval. She died of smallpox in 1664 at the age of 33.   
 
Wing P-2035. 
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103GKatherine Philips 1631-1664  

Letters from 
Orinda to 
Poliarchus  
 
 London: printed 
by W.B. for 
Bernard Lintott,  
1705        
$5,500  
Octavo  
6 ¾  X 3¾ 
inchesA-R8 First 
edition  
This copy is bound 
in original full calf 
stored in a custom 
morroco case. This 
is a collection of 48 
( XLVIII) actual 
letters written by 
Philips to her 
patron Sir Charles 
Cotterell published 
several decades 
after her death, 
there is quit a bit of 
discussion of the 

literary culture of the seventh century in Britain. Including insite to Philips writing and reading habits. she often 
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mentions books she is reading and plays which she is working on. 
 
Philips was interested in the epistolary form, she founded the Society of Friendship in 1651 
until 1661 was a semi-literary correspondence circle made up of mostly women, though men 
were also involved. The membership of this group, however, is somewhat questionable, 
because the authors took on pseudonyms from Classical literature (for example Katherine 
took on the name Orinda, in which the other members added on the accolade "Matchless.")  
It is interesting to see the relations between the female members of the circle, especially Anne 
Owen, who is known in Philips's poems as Lucasia.  Half of Katherine's poetry is dedicated to 
this woman. Anne and Katherine seem to have been lovers in an emotional, if not in a 
physical, sense for about ten years. Also significant as correspondents and lovers were Mary 
Awbrey (Rosania) and Elizabeth Boyle (Celimena). Elizabeth's relationship with Katherine, 
however, was cut short by Philips' death in 1664. 
 
In  "The Sapphic-Platonics of Katherine Philips, 1632-1664"   Harriette Andreadis 
 
Source:Signs: Journal of Women in Culture and Society 15, no. 1 (autumn 1989): 34-60. 
 
Ms Andreadis, in this essay nicely gives a view of Orinda's live (and Loves) in 
relation to her writing by using excerpts from her poems and these letters. 
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881G Gaius Plinius Secundus. (23-79); trans. Philemon Holland 1552-1637  
 
The Historie Of the World: Commonly called, the Natvrall Historie of c. 
Plinivs Secvndvs. Translted into English by Philemon Holland Doctor of 
Physicke. The first [and second] Tome[s].  
 
London: Adam Islip, 1601 $15,000  
 
Folio 11 ¾ x 8 ½ inches.  [π]6, ¶4 a-b6 A8 B-3I6 3K4; A-3G6 3H4 3I-3O6 3P8 
(lacking blank leaves π1 and 3P8) First edition.(second Issue)  Title pages 
to both volumes.  This copy is bound full English calf skin expertly rebacked with 
gilt spine.  A good copy with very minor faults: repaired clean tear with slight to the 
upper corners of 6 leaves of the second volume with only slight loss. Occasional 
rust spots, marginal tears, or marginal natural paper flaws. “All [of Pliny’s] works 
have been lost, except for the ‘Naturalis Historia.’ An atmosphere of excess 
surrounds the work. We know that Pliny claims never to have read a book so bad as 
not to have any value at all; and Pliny was constantly reading, taking notes, and 
indexing. The final result was a work in thirty-seven books, intended to inventory 
the total knowledge possessed by man. The indefatigable Pliny worked his way 
through impressive numbers: 34,000 notices, 2,000 volumes read, from 100 
different authors, and 170 dossiers of notes and preparatory files (‘I have not 
knowingly omitted any piece of information, if I have found it anywhere.’). 
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“Pliny remained popular in the Renaissance. He was one of the most frequently consulted authorities on 
many subjects for Valla and many other humanists; there were at least forty-six editions of his work by 
1550; and he was translated in Italian by Landino (published in 1501) and into English by Philemon 
Holland (1601). But gradually the intense philological work of humanist scholars on the one hand and the 
new discoveries of the scientific revolution on the other began to throw doubt upon Pliny’s reputation as 
an infallible authority, and in the end his reputation could not even be rescued by blaming the 
manuscripts. Yet as Pliny has lost his practical value as a reference handbook for the modern period, he 
had gained in historical importance for the information he transmits concerning ancient art, science, 
folklore, religion, and material culture. It is precisely Pliny’s intellectual defects—his bland indifference 
to theoretical rigor, his refusal to engage in systematic analysis and selection—that make him so precious 
for modern scholars interested in the ancient world. Unlike scholars who had greater intelligence, more 
self-confidence, or simply more time at their disposal, he preserves everything and passes it on to us.” 
(Conte) 
 
“Along with the patriotic aims of an Englishman and a literary voyager Holland [the English translator of 
this volume of Pliny] has a theory of his art, though only hints of it are given in his prefaces. What he calls 
his ‘meane and popular stile’ might be taken as a generic representative of the best early seventeenth 
century writing. Holland's unusual learning and care chastened his prose without robbing it of colloquial 
energy, concrete amplitude, and metaphorical color. His slight but frequent additions are made in the 
interest of complete and vivid clarity and emotional effect. And the whole tone of his work reflects his 
Elizabethan veneration for, and sense of contemporaneous intimacy with, the great men and events and 
the ethical wisdom of antiquity. Pliny’s philosophy gave him some qualms, but these were satisfactorily 
quieted. In his life and in his work Holland was a fine example of the Christian humanist.” (Bush) 
 One of the Most Important Elizabethan Science Books  “The Natural History” of Pliny the Elder is more 
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than a natural history: it is an encyclopaedia of all the knowledge of the ancient world.  It comprises 37 
books with mathematics and physics, geography and astronomy, medicine and zoology, anthropology 
and physiology, philosophy and history, agriculture and mineralogy, the arts and letters. The Historia 
soon became a standard book of reference; abstracts and abridgements appeared by the third century. 
Bede owned a copy, Alcuin sent the early books to Charlemagne, and Dicuil, the Irish geographer, 
quotes him in the ninth century. It was the basis of Isidore's Etymologiae and such medieval 
encyclopedias as the Speculum Majus of Vincent of Beauvais and the Catholicon of Balbus. One of the 
earliest books to be printed at Venice, the centre from which so much of classical literature was first 
dispensed, it was later translated into English by Philemon Holland in 1601, and twice reprinted (a 
notable achievement for so vast a text). Over and over again it will be found that the source of some 
ancient piece of knowledge is Pliny.  (PMM 5)  Holland's first book, the first complete rendering of Livy 
into English, was published in 1600 when he was nearly fifty. It was a work of great importance, 
presented in a grand folio volume of 1458 pages, and dedicated to the queen.  The Livy was followed in 
the next year by an equally huge translation, of the elder Pliny: The Historie of the World, Commonly 
called, the Naturall Historie. This encyclopaedia of ancient knowledge about the natural world had 
already had a great indirect influence in England, as elsewhere in Europe, but had not been translated 
into English before, and would not be again for 250 years. (ODNB)    
 
STC (2nd ed.), 20029.5;  Pforzheimer, 496.  
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952G François Antoine  Pomey 1619-1673  
Pantheum mythicum,seu fabulosa deorum historia, hoc primo epitomes eruditionis volumine  
Ultrajecti : Vande Water,1698 (1701)                             $1,800  
Octavo. 6 ½ x 3 ¾ inches. Fifth edition.	with engraved title-page after	J. Goeree and 27 plates, all after Van Vianen  It is 
bound in original stiff vellum. The Pantheon, gives the fabulous histories of the gods, and most illustrious heroes, in a short, 
plain, and familiar method, by way of dialogue. This important manual became a highly important source for the study of 
mythology for over a century. Mythology was an important part of Jesuit education and this work, written by a member of the 
order, became a standard text for school children. Pomey had intended to write a series of works on antiquity under the title 
Epitome Eruditionis of which this was the first volume. Pomey was a French humanist and  Jesuit. The book was very popular, 
also at schools in The Netherlands, and stayed in use for over a century, Pomey drew heavily on earlier writers, especially 
Boccaccio, Giraldi and Conti, 
and his work became one of the 
main sources of classical 
mythology for the general 
reader. It was not only read by 
children, since we find Bayle 
writing to his brother: "Do for 
pity's sake learn how each god 
was represented . . . The 
Pantheum Mythicum describes 
nicely enough how each god is 
turned out. Take good note as 
you read".   
DeBacker-Sommervogel vol.VI, 

col. 976 
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902G Thomas  Shelton  1601-1650  
 
Zeiglographia. or A New art of Short-writing never 
before published. More easie, exact, short, and 
speedie than any here to fore. Invented & composed 
By Thomas Shelton Author and teacher of ye said 
art Allowed by Authoritie.  
 
London: Printed by M. S. And are to be sold at the 
Author’s house in Bore’s Head Court by Cripple-
Gate,1659.                               $1,800  
 
Octavo 5 ¾ x 3 ¾ inches. A2, B-D8, E4. check The 
first edition, reported to have been printed in 1649, is 
not in Wing. Counting the unrecorded first, this would 
be the fifth edition.  
“A re-issue of the 1654 edition with the same title page 
except for the alteration of the date to 1659.” 
 This copy is in a well-used state. The leaves are 
all slightly stained and dog-eared. Paper repairs have 
corrected many of the curling corners.It has been 
strengthened and bound in a fulll modern full calf in an 
aproprate style . “Thomas Shelton [a] stenographer, 
descended from an old Norfolk family, was born in 
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1601. It is probable that he began life as a writing-master, and that he was teaching and studying 
shorthand before he was nineteen, for in 1649 he speaks of having had more than thirty years’ study and 
practice of the art. He produced his first book, called ‘Short Writing, the most exact method,’ in 1626, 
but no copy of this is known to exist. In 1630 he brought out the second edition enlarged, which was 
‘sould at the professors house in Cheapside, over against Bowe church.’ He is styled ‘author and 
professor of the said art.’ Another edition was published in London in 1636. In February 1637-8 he 
published his most popular work, called ‘Tachygraphy. The most exact and compendious methode of 
Shorthand Swift Writing that hath ever yet beene published by any ... Approved by both Universities.’ It 
was republished in 1642, and in the same year Shelton brought out a catechism or ‘Tutor to 
Tachygraphy,’ the author’s residence being then in Old Fish Street.  A facsimile reprint of this booklet 
was published in 1889 by R. McCaskie. In 1645 he was teaching his ‘Tachygraphy’ at ‘the professors 
house, in the Poultry, near the Church.’ Editions of this work continued to be published down to 1710. 
“Shelton, who was a zealous puritan, published in 1640, ‘A Centurie of Similies,’ and in the same year he 
was cited to appear before the court of high commission, but the offense with which he was charged is not 
specified. In 1649 his second system of stenography appeared under the title of ‘Zeiglographia, or a New 
Art of Short Writing never before published, more easie, exact, short, and speedie than heretofore. 
Invented and composed by Thomas Shelton, being his last thirty years study.’ It is remarkable that the On 
its appearance Shelton was still living in the Poultry, and there he probably died in or before October 
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1650. The book continued to be published down to 1687. alphabet differs from the tachygraphy of 1641 in 
every respect excepting the letters q, r, v, and z. It is, in fact, an entirely original system. 
“Many subsequent writers copied Shelton or published adaptations of his best known system of 
‘tachygraphy,’ which was extensively used and highly popular. 
Old documents between 1640 and 1700, having shorthand signs 
on them, may often be deciphered by Shelton’s characters, 
though the practice of adding arbitrary signs sometimes proves a 
stumbling block. It was in this system that Pepys wrote his 
celebrated Diary, and not, as frequently stated, in the system 
erroneously attributed to Jeremiah Rich. 
“An adaptation of the system to the Latin language appeared 
under the title of ‘Tachygraphia, sive exactissima et 
compendiosissima breviter scribendi methodus,’ London, 1660, 
16mo. This adaptation was described and illustrated in Gaspar 
Schott’s ‘Technica Curiosa,’ published at Nuremberg in 1665. It 
was slightly modified by Charles Aloysius Ramsay, who 
published it in France as his own. 
 
 Wing S-3093,; Westby-Gibson, p. 201-202  
Folger ,Huntington  ,New York Public ,Washington University,  Yale, ;  
UK Copies: British Library, Chetham's Library (Manchester), National 
Library of Scotland, Senate House Library (London) 
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871G Raymond
 Sabunde d1436 
 
 Theologia naturalis 
sive Liber creatura[rum] 
specialiter de homine [et] 
de natura eius in 
qua[n]tum homo. :[et] de 
his qu[a] sunt ei 
necessaria ad 
cognoscendu[m] 
seip[su]m [et] Deu[m] 
[et] om[n]e debitu[m] ad 
q[uo]d ho[mo] tenet[ur] et 
obligatur tam Deo q[uam] 
p[ro]ximo.   

 
 
 
Nurembergae : Anthoniu[m] koberger [sic] inibi co[n]cluem,1502 $7,500  
 
 
Folio 11 x 8 inches. A-Q8 R6   This is about the fifth printed edition. In this copy there are contemporary 
manuscript initials added in red and blue, There is a gilt initial at the beginning of the prologue tooled in the gold 
leaf into a gesso ground.  It is bound in full contemporary Nuremberg blind-tooled brown sheepskin over wooden 
boards,lacking clasps, titled is blind stamped on front board with contemporary paper label; There are several 
inscriptions on title, including reference to the Prologue's inclusion on the Index Prohibitorum;(1589)there are the 
usual stains, browning and internal wear, some marginal rodent damage, the binding has been rebacked,it is a good 
solid copy. 
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 Sabunde was Born at Barcelona, Spain, towards the end of the fourteenth century; died 1432. From 1430 to his 
death he taught theology, philosophy, and medicine at the University of Toulouse. Apparently, he wrote several 
works on theology and philosophy, only one of which remains, "Theologia Naturalis". It was first written in Spanish 
then translated into Latin. 
 
This text marks the dawn of a knowledge based on Scripture and reason. 
 
The Catholic Encyclopedia sees this as “It represents a phase of decadent Scholasticism, and is a defense of a point 
of view which is subversive of the fundamental principle of the Scholastic method. The Schoolmen of the thirteenth 
century, while holding that there can be no contradiction between theology and philosophy, maintain that the two 
sciences are distinct. Raymond breaks down the distinction by teaching a kind of theosophy, the doctrine, namely 
that, as man is a connecting link between the natural and the supernatural, it is possible by a study of human nature 
to arrive at a knowledge even of the most profound mysteries of Faith. The tendency of his thought is similar to that 
of the rationalistic theosophy of Raymond Lully….Moreover, in Spain scholastics, in combating Islam, borrowed the 
weapons of their erudite antagonists. Close internal resemblance indicates that Raimund de Sabunde was preceded 
in method and object by Raymund Lully.” CE 
 
What is new and epoch-making is not the material but the method; not of circumscribing religion within the limits of 
reason, but, by logical collation, of elevating the same upon the basis of natural truth to a science accessible and 
convincing to all. He recognizes two sources of knowledge, the book of nature and the Bible. The first is universal 
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What is new and epoch-making is not the material 
but the method; not of circumscribing religion 
within the limits of reason, but, by logical collation, 
of elevating the same upon the basis of natural 
truth to a science accessible and convincing to all. 
He recognizes two sources of knowledge, the book 
of nature and the Bible. The first is universal and 
direct, the other serves partly to instruct man the 
better to understand nature, and partly to reveal 
new truths, not accessible to the natural 
understanding, but once revealed by God made 
apprehensible by natural reason.   The book of 
nature, the contents of which are manifested 
through sense experience and self-consciousness, 
can no more be falsified than the Bible and may 
serve as an exhaustive source of knowledge; but 
through the fall of man it was rendered obscure, so 
that it became incapable of guiding to the real 
wisdom of salvation. However, the Bible as well as 
illumination from above, not in conflict with 
nature, enables one to reach the correct 
explanation and application of natural things and 
self. Hence, his book of nature as a human 
supplement to the divine Word is to be the basic 
knowledge of man, because it subtends the 
doctrines of Scripture with the immovable 
foundations 
of self-knowledge, and therefore plants the revealed 
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truths upon the rational ground of universal human perception, internal and external 
The first part presents analytically the facts of nature in ascending scale to man,the climax; the second, the 
harmonization of these with Christian doctrine and their fulfillment in the same. Nature in its. four stages of mere 
being, mere life, sensible consciousness, and self-consciousness, is crowned by man, who is not only the microcosm 
but the image of God. Nature points toward a supernatural creator possessing in himself in perfection all properties 
of the things created out of nothing (the cornerstone of natural theology ever after). Foremost is the ontological 
argument of Ansehn, followed by the physico-theological, psychological, and moral. He demonstrates the Trinity by 
analogy from rational grounds, and finally ascribes to man in view of his conscious elevation over things a 
spontaneous gratitude to God. Love is transformed into the object of its affection; and love to God brings man, and 
with him the universe estranged by sin, into harmony and unity with him. In this he betrays his mystical antecedents. 
Proceeding in the second part from this general postulation to its results for positive Christianity, he finds justified by 
reason all the historic facts of revealed religion, such as the person and works of Christ, as well as the infallibility of 
the Church and the Scriptures; and the necessity by rational proof of all the sacraments and practices of the Church 
and of the pope. It should be added that Raimund's analysis of nature and self-knowledge is not thoroughgoing and 
his application is far from consistent. He does not transplant himself to the standpoint of the unbeliever, but rather 
executes an apology on the part of a consciousness already Christian, thus assuming conclusions in advance that 
should grow only out of his premises.   Yet his is a long step from the barren speculation of scholasticism, and marks 
the dawn of a knowledge based on Scripture and reason. 
 
Adams; R-36   
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679G Gaspar  Schott  1608-1666  (Aspasius 
Caramuelius);  Athanasius Kircher   
 
 Joco-seriorum naturæ et artis, sive, 
Magiæ naturalis centuriæ tres, das ist, Drey-
Hundert nütz- und lustige Sätze allerhand 
merckwürdiger Stücke, von Schimpff und 
Ernst, genommen auss der Kunst und Natur, 
oder natürlichen Magia Athanasii Kicheri 
Diatribe .  
      Franckfurt am Mayn : In Verlegung Johann Arnold 
Cholin,1672 $3,500  
 
Quarto. 8 x 6 ½ inches .[6] unsigned leaves, A-Z4, Aa-
Tt4. First Edition   
This copy is bound in full contemporary sheep.Rare 
first  German trsl. of this esoteric work by the German 
Jesuit and scientist G. Schott describing scientific and 
magical tricks to show that science can be fun and 
enjoyable. Engr. ills : front. and 22 pl. (some folding) 
depicting i.a. how to build a fireplace, how to walk on 
water or how to catch fish with your hands. At the end 
the treaty of Schott's famous mentor, the Jesuit 
Athanasius Kircher, titled "Diatribe, Oder 
Beweisschrifft".  
 
 
 
DeBacker-Sommervogel vol.VII col.911 no.13 ; Faber du Faur,; no. 1011; [Caillet 10003 and cf. Caillet 10002]; Ref. VD-
17 14:637268W. DBS VII c. 911 
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893F 
Sir John Suckling 
1609-1642  
 
Fragmenta Aurea. 
A Collection of all 
The Incomparable 
Peeces, Written By 
Sir John Svckling. 
And published by a 
Friend to 
perpetuate his 
memory. Printed 
by his owne 
Copies. 
London: Humphrey 
Moseley, sold at his 
shop, at the Signe of 
the Princes Armes in 
St Pauls Churchyard, 
1646     $5,500 
                                                                                                                                     
Octavo 7 x 4. ¾  
inches A4, A6, B-
G8, H4.  First edition.  
This is a very large 
copy, with many 
deckle edges throughout. The leaves are large and clean, with a crisp type impression. They have not been washed 
or pressed. It is bound in contemporary full calf, housed in a custom made solander case. This copy has the words 
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‘Fragmenta Aurea’ with the ‘F’ and ‘A’ capitalized, the rest in small letters. Some copies of the first edition have 
‘Fragmenta Aurea’ in all caps. This volume is divided into four parts, each with a separate title-page and pagination. 
The first contains a medley of poems and songs, a number of letters, and an essay on religion; the other three are 
plays, "Aglaura," "The Goblins," and "The Tragedy of Brennoralt." At his best, Suckling writes with considerable 
charm; the song which begins, "Why so pale and wan fond lover" has a permanent place in the language of 
courtship. There is also a short "supplement" to Shakespeare"s Lucrece. 
 
        “Sir John Suckling, a Cavalier poet, Suckling’s short life was so crowded with activity that the amount of his 
literary output is remarkable. The son of an old Norfolk family, he seems to have taken his education none too 
seriously: he left Cambridge without graduating and spent a year at Gray’s Inn. His father died when Suckling was 
18, and this gave him freedom to seek what adventures he pleased. He was a member of the expedition to the Ile de 
Re (1627), was in the Netherlands (1629-30), and served under Gustavus Adolphus of Sweden (1631-32). He was 
knighted in 1630. “A staunch Royalist, Suckling took up arms on the king’s behalf in 1639 and 1640 and is believed 
to have been active in a plot to free the Earl of Strafford from the Tower. It was to the Parliamentary party’s 
advantage to make a ‘plot’ of the affair and Suckling fled to Paris, where he died in the following year—by his own 
hand according to John Aubrey.     “Suckling was the author of three plays—Aglaura, The Goblins, and 
Brennoralt—which have never been revived but which contain some good lyrics, notably ‘Why so pale and wan, 
fond lover?’ His best work, indeed, is in the form of short pieces, occasional verses and songs, and in the delightful ‘A 
Ballad upon a Wedding.’ His expression is direct and robust, reflecting to some degree his lively, pleasure-loving, 
and tragically short life. Fragmenta Aurea wa published by a Friend to perpetuate his memory appeared 
posthumously (1646).” (quoted from Stapleton’s Cambridge Guide to English Literature)   
 
 
Wing S-6126; Pforzheimer 996; Hayward 84; Greg, III, 1130- 1; Studies in Bibliography, L. A. Beaurline 
and T. Clayton, "Notes on Early Editions of Fragmenta Aurea," Studies in Bibliography 23 (1970), pp. 
165-170; Wither to Prior 827; CBEL I, 1213; Folger, Printed Books 25:575.  
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940G John Spencer, Dean of Ely   1630-1693  
 
A Discourse concerning Prodigies: Wherein The Vanity of Presages by them is reprehended, and their true and proper 
Ends asserted and vindicated.  
       [bound with]  
A Discourse Concerning Vulgar Prophecies. Wherein The Vanity of receiving them as the certain Indications of any 
future Event is discovered; And some Characters of Distinction between true and pretending Prophets are laid down.
  
 
London: Printed by J. Field for Will. Graves over against Great S. Maries Church in Cambridge, 1665; London: Printed by J. 
Field for Timothy Garthwait at the Kings head in S. Pauls Church-yard, 1665         $1,450  

Octavo 6 ¾ x 4 ¼ inches .  A8, a8, B-Z8, Aa-Cc8, Dd4; A-I8, K4. Second edition of the first book, first edition of the second 
book. Bound in contemporary calf.  

The remarkable nature of Spencer’s achievement is enhanced when it is remembered that oriental studies were then in their 
infancy and that he was compelled to derive nearly all his data from classical writers of Greece and Rome, from the Christian 
fathers, the works of Josephus, or from the Bible itself. Spencer professed that his object was ‘to clear Deity from arbitrary and 
fantastic humor, "A greatly extended editon of Spencer's refutation of omens and apparitions and the first to include his new 
publication, a "Discourse Concerning Vulgar Prophecies." 

 The book examines a copious assemblage of superstitions and auguries, such as comets, eclipses, the turning of ponds to 
blood and the moving of mountains, tracing the history of the Old Testament and classical mythology and commending the 
study of Natural Philosophy. Spencer examines superstitious beliefs surrounding comets and eclipses, as well as the 
beliefs held by some on the turning of ponds to blood and the moving of mountains and many more interpretations 
of bizarre natural phenomena.                                                               
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"I Shall descend now to a close and distinct discourse concerning the (forementioned) Prodigies Signal; and amongst them, 
first con∣cerning those which more immediately resolve into causes Natural." 

 Spencer disapproved of the interpreting natural phenomena as superstitious prognostication and rather tried to come 
up with, what we would call, a  scientific explanation.                 

                         " in which the vanity of receiving them as the certain indications of any future event is discovered, and some 
characters of distinction between true and pretended prophets are laid down."  

This attempt to bring the public to reason and sobriety was not less timely than the first book, published  in response to the 
“Annus Mirabilis,”  Some enthusiasts  brought to notice a number of pretended prodigies, as portending future changes in 
the state, Spencer conceiving it to be of dangerous consequence thus to unsettle the minds of the people,,  
Spencer writes :     "That Nature in its production of the several kinds of creatures, should (as if they were all stampt with one 
common seal) give them forth in such equal and similar figures and proportions, is a more just object of wonder, then to see 
the natural Archeus sometimes to play the bungler, and to leave its work (in some parts thereof) rude and mishapen. That the 
Earth should generally be delivered of the many vapours and winds within its bowels, without the pangs and throws of an 
earthquake; and that all the host of Heaven should marchJoel 2. 7, 8.every one on his way, and not break their ranks, neither 
thrust one another, but walk every one on his path (to borrow the language of the Prophet)Excedit profectò omnia miracula, 
ul∣lum diem fu isse in quo non cuncta confla∣grarent. Plin. Hist. Nat. l. 2. c. 107. are prodigies beyond an Earthquake, New 
star, or monster sometime discovered to the world, and therefore more justly chosen to be the constant instances of the divine 
Wisdom and Power; and to see some strange fires breaking forth (sometimes) from the caverns of the earth, is so much 
beneath wonder, that Pliny tells us, it exceeds all wonder, that there should be any day wherein all the things in the world (so 
pregnant with fiery principles) do not break forth into one mighty flame, and lay the world in ashes. Now then what sober 
Reason can warrant us to conclude any necessary and natural occurrences the prophetick signs of Events" 
  Wing S-4948; CH, CLC, CN, IU, PL, WF, Y;  
Wing S-4949; CH, CLC, IU, MIU, NU, TO, TU, WF, Y. 
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947G John Stow   1525-1605  
 
A survey of the cities of London and Westminster: containing the original, antiquity, increase, 
modern estate and government of those cities. Written at first in 
the year MDXCVIII. By John Stow, citizen and native of London. 
Since reprinted and augmented by A.M. H.D. and other. Now 
lastly, corrected, improved, and very much enlarged: and the 
survey and history brought down from the year 1633, (being near 
fourscore years since it was last printed) to the present time; by 
John Strype, M.A. a native also of the said city. Illustrated with 
exact maps of the city and suburbs, and of all the wards; and 
likewise of the out-parishes of London and Westminster: 
together with many other fair draughts of the more eminent and 
publick edifices and monuments. In six books. To which is 
prefixed, the life of the author, writ by the editor. At the end is 
added, an appendiz of certain tracts, discourses and remarks, 
concerning the state of the city of London. Together with a 
perambulation, or circuit-walk four or five  miles round about 
London, to the parish churches: describing the monuments of 
the dead there interred: with other antiquities observable in 
those places. And concluding with a second appendix, as a supply and review: and a large index of 
the whole work. 
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 London: printed for A. Churchill, J. Knapton, R. Knaplock, J. Walthoe, E. Horne, B. Tooke, D. 
Midwinter, B. Cowse, R. Robinson, and T. Ward, 1720      $18,000  
Before giving a description of such a momentous book, I feel a bit of framing is due. Much has been 
written about this wonderful huge book, yet I feel it is necessary to state that this book is indispensable 
for anyone doing research on any subject relating to Early Modern London. Stow's initial foray into the 
subject set the bar high for detailed description of the physical and social environment of London. This 
edition, by far the best as it  is the work of three generations of Antiquaries, the catalogues of books, 
records and manuscripts excerpted is impressive in its own right and would be an irreplaceable library on 
its own.    But 
this work is 
manifest of 
cultural shifts 
and maintains 
differing 
scholars 
approaches to 
understandin
g of the 
recording and 
preserving of 
cultural 
heritage, the 
list of 
subscribers 
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depicts the capital invested in this undertaking. 
 
 Two Folio volumes  15¼  x 9 inches. 
 
vol I :Map of London, π2, (B)-(D)2,(a)-(d)4,(e)-(f)2 Q2, A-Z4, Aa-
Pp4,Qq2,[end of first book]  B-Z4, Aa-Dd4,[end of second book] A-Z4, 
Aa-mm4,Nn3 [end of 3rd book] 
 
vol II : π1,A-P4, A-Z4, Aa-Zz4, Aaa- Lll4, Mmm2 [end of book V] A-Z4, 
Aa-KK4, Ll-Rr2.  Each of the 6 ’books’ has its own pagination, and is 
introduced by a drop-head title. 
 
There are 70 full Page (and 30 of those folding) Maps and Plates . 
The Fold-out of "Elizabethan London " is lacking as in many copies,  
otherwise these two volumes are complete and almost in perfect condition, 
The Large foldout map of the city of London  DSC_0245has been 
reinforced on the back and there are a few pages with margin repairs not 
touching the text. All the pages are crisp and clean. It is truly a stunning 
copy. This copy is beautifully and expertly bound in modern quarter calf, 
over marbled boards, quite a Stately set of volumes indeed! . The binding 
is in fine working order. 
 
"In the century following Stow’s death, however, the Tudor capital so 
lovingly depicted and recorded in Stow’s Survey was dramatically 
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transformed. The huge growth of the metropolis, the devastation wrought by the Great Fire of 1666 and 
the subsequent rebuilding of the City made an updating of the Survey highly desirable. It was to answer 
this need that John Strype (1643-1737), the ecclesiastical historian and biographer, published a new, 
hugely expanded version of Stow’s Survey of London in 1720." 
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First Issue with "1698" for 1598 on the title page (?)The First edition  of  Stow's Survey of London, 
brims with amusing descriptions and anecdotes as well as highly detailed accounts of the buildings, social 
conditions and customs of the time, based on a wide range of classical and medieval historical literature, 
public and civic records, and Stow's own intimate knowledge of the city where he spent his life. "The 
reader of A Survey travels with Stow through each of the city's wards and the adjoining city of 
Westminster, learns about the wall, bridges, gates, and parish churches . . .                
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[Stow] also records the negative aspects of urban growth, 
in the shape of unsightly sprawl, filth, the destruction of 
ancient monuments, and above all poverty. His book 
approaches the thoroughness of an encyclopaedia . . . It is 
noteworthy that while Camden's Britannia was written in 
Latin for the educated élite, Stow's Survey was composed 
in the language of his fellow countrymen." This edition, of 
1720, greatly expanded with interpolated amendments by 
John Strype, is considered the best and most desirable. 
"Throughout his life at Low Leyton, Strype crossed the 
River Lea into London each week to meet and converse 
with his antiquarian friends and to call on his contacts in 
the book trade. . . . The Survey had been repeatedly 
revised and enlarged in order to keep up with the 
changing aspect of the post-fire city, now much expanded 
and altered in its religion and other ways. . . . Although 
Strype had arranged most of the work by 1707, and the 
engravings had been prepared, it was set aside after the 
publication of Edward Hatton's New View of London in 
1708, which seemed to cover much the same ground and 
was considerably smaller and cheaper. . . . Finally, once 
the defects of Hatton's book were acknowledged another 
agreement in November 1716 led to the Survey's 

publication at the end of 1720. . . . The print run was probably more than 500 copies . . . To quote 
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Merritt, ‘By this stage the Survey has a multiple personality, switching with little warning from nostalgic 
Elizabethan antiquary [Stow] . . . to diligent post-Restoration recorder of events [Strype] and back again’ 
(Merritt, 87)." (ODNB). 
 
Richard Grafton] had the audacity to enter into historical controversy (impar congressus) with the great 
John Stow. This ‘merry old man,’ footing it over England in search of Antiquities because he could never 
learn to ride, sometimes suspected by Government of being insufficiently Protestant, now begging with a 
basin in the street, now spending £200 a year on his library, holds a very high place in the history of 
learning. Even those who, like Camden, distrusted his judgment, allowed his industry. His Chaucer 
(1561) was his first but by no means his best work: he helped to swell the Chaucerian apocrypha. His 
Summary of English Chronicles (1565) looks at first like a retrogression from Hall; we are back at the 
annalistic form and the London tradition with its lists of bailiffs and mayors. But the important thing is 
that Stow is not a mere compiler but (as we call it) a ‘researcher.’ He uses the literary sources but he adds 
‘paynfull searche’ into records, and ‘diligent experience.’ He collected not only books but charters and 
legal documents. He bought up the collections of others, and his own assisted both Speght and Parker. In 
1580 came the Chronicle of English from Brute unto this present year, re-issued in 1592 as the Annals. 
The Survey of London (1598) was re-issued in 1603 and afterwards enlarged by other hands. 
Its modern editor finds this work ‘instinct with’ a ‘life’ which the Annals lack. It is a treasure–house of old 
customs, old splendors, old gaieties and hospitalities, already vanished or vanishing when the author 
wrote. Stow had no stylistic ambitions; his works were, as he said ‘written homely.’ His prose varies 
between mere note–making   and tolerably vivid narrative. In general it is just such an unobtrusive 
medium as keeps our attention on the facts, and therefore good for its purpose; recte olet ubi nihil olet.” 
(page 298-299, English Literature in the Sixteenth Century, C.S. Lewis) please see 
https://wordpress.com/post/jamesgray2.me/10619 
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911G Famianus  Strada 1572-1649  
 
De Bello Belgico. The History of the Low-Countrey Warres
  
London: for Humphrey Moseley, 1650    $1,750  
 
Folio 11  ½  x 7 ½  inches.  A-T 4, Aa-Kk4 , Ll2 , Aaa-
Fff4,Ggg5 , 1 leaf unsigned, Aaaa-Cccc4 , a2 , B-L2  (L2 , 
advertisement). . In ten books, followed by a 42pp  Alphabeticall 
Table of the most remarkable Passages and Sentences  and final 
ad. Leaf . 14 Full page portraits.  First English edition. This copy is 
bound in original full calf, with a bookplate from Holy Cross 
College Library (released) 
Famiano Strada was an Italian Jesuit historian who wrote "De 
Bello Belgico" in Latin in 1602, although it was not published 
until 1632. Playwright Sir Robert Stapylton (1607-1669) translated 
it into English.an account of the 16th-century revolt of the 
Netherlands against the rule of Philip II of Spain. Stapylton 
translated Strada's marginal notes, adapting them to English 
readership. It forms a history of the Dutch Revolt, a conflict that 
began in the 1560s and continued until 1648, and saw the largely 
Protestant Low Countries challenge the dominance of the Roman 
Catholic Kingdom of Spain. De Bello Belgico decades duae, 1555-
1590  was written with the help of Alexander Farnese (1545-1592), 
around 1602 . It was published in 1632 and translated into Dutch 
in 1646   
 
Wing  S577 ;DeBacker-Sommervogel vol  VII col.1612 no.5 
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865G Thucydides (471?-400? B.C.)  tr. Thomas Hobbes 
(1588-1679) 
 
Eight Books of the Peloponnesian Warre. Written 
by Thvcydides the sonne of Olorvs. Interpreted 
with Faith and Diligence Immediately out of the 
Greeke By Thomas Hobbes.   
 
London:  Andrew Clark 1676                               
$10,500  
     
Folio 12 x 7 inches.  A4, (a)-(d)4 (e)2, B-Aaa4. 2 engravings 
and 3 folded maps. This is the third edition is often referred 
to as the second (see the title page) the Second  issue of the 
first edition. This is a crisp copy bound in full calf, rebacked.      
 
“The historical methods of Thucydides, who lived in the 
fifth century B.C., have never been bettered. His severe 
standard of historical truth, coupled with his passionate 
belief in the general significance of particular events, have 
given his history of the tragic war between Athens and 
Sparta a universal value to statesmen and historians alike.” 
(Printing and the Mind of Man, 219) 
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While travelling with Cavendish, Hobbes “made the important discovery that the scholastic philosophy which he 
had learned in Oxford was almost universally neglected in favor of the scientific and critical methods of Galileo, 
Kepler and Montaigne.  Unable at first to cope with their unfamiliar ideas, he determined to become a scholar, and 
until 1628 was engaged in a careful study of Greek and Latin authors, the outcome of which was his great translation 
of Thucydides. But when he had 
finished his work, he kept it lying by 
him for years’ he was finally 
determined to publication by the 
political troubles of the year 1628 may 
be regarded as certain, not only from 
his own express declaration at a later 
time but also from unmistakable hints 
in the account of the life and work of 
his author prefixed to the translation 
on its appearance. This was the year 
of the Petition of Right, extorted from 
the king in the third parliament he had 
tried within three years of his 
accession; and, in view of Hobbes’ 
later activity, it is significant that he 
came forward just then, at the mature 
age of forty, with his version of the 
story of the Athenian democracy as 
the first production of his pen.” (DNB)
   
 
Macdonald & Hardgreaves #4: 
Term Catalogue i.241, May 1676 
Wing T-1134 
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758F Edward (Sometimes Ned)
 Ward 1667-1731 
 
The secret history of the 
Calves-Head Club: or, the 
republican unmask’d. With a 
large continuation, and an 
appendix to the history. 
Wherein is fully shewn, The 
Religion of the Calves-Head 
Heroes, in their Anniversary 
Thanksgiving-Songs on the 
xxxth of January, by them 
called Anthems, With 
Reflections thereupon. The 
Seventh edition, with large 
Improvements; and a 
Description of the Calves-Head 
Club, and the Effigies of Oliver 
Cromwel and his Cabinet 
Council; curiously engrav’d on 

Copper Plates. To which is annex’d, a vindication of the royal martyr, King Charles the First. 
Wherein are laid open, the Republicans Mysteries of Rebellion. Written in the Time of the 
Usurpation, by the Celebrated Mr. Butler, Author of Hudibras. With a character of a Presbyterian, 
written by Sir John Denham, Knight; And the Character of a Modern Whig; or, The Republican in 
Fashion.  [The appendix the ’Vindication’ and ’The true Presbyterian without disguise’ have each a 
separate divisional titlepage.]  
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London : printed, and sold by B. Bragge, at the Raven in 
Pater-Noster-Row, 1709.     $1,700  
 
Octavo 7 ½ x 4 ½  A2, B-O4, Aa4-Gg4,H4. Seventh 
edition, greatly enlarged over erlier editions.   Bound in full 
early eighteenth century calf, neatly rebacked.  
 
This book is a tour de force of insults and political 
ad hominem.   
 
 The Calves Head Club was a club established in derision of the 
memory of Charles I of England shortly after his death. Its chief 
meeting was held on each 30 January, the anniversary of the king's 
execution. The dishes served were a cod's head to represent 
Charles Stuart; a pike representing tyranny; a boar's head 
representing the king preying on his subjects; and calves' heads 
representing Charles I and his supporters. On the table an axe held 
the place of honour. After the banquet a copy of the Eikon Basilike 
was burnt, and a toast was made "To those worthy patriots who 
killed the tyrant". After the Restoration, the club met secretly. The 
first mention of it is in a tract reprinted in the Harleian Miscellany 
entitled "The Secret History of the Calves Head Club". The club 
survived till 1734, when the diners were mobbed owing to the 
popular ill-feeling which their outrages on good taste provoked, 
and the riot which ensued put a final stop to the meetings. 
 
 
“The anthems are said to have been written by Mr. Benj. 
Bridgewater [i.e. John Dunton]”ESTC note. 
  
STC Citation No.    T108842 
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"All human things Of dearest value hang on slender strings." 
 
108F Edmund Waller 1606-1687 
 
Poems, &c. Written upon several Occasions, And to several 
Persons: By Edmond Waller, Esq; Licensed, May 18, 1686. 
Roger L’Estrange. The Fifth Edition, with several 
Additions Never before Printed. Non ego mordaci distrinxi 
carmine quenquam, Nulla venenato littera Mista ioco est. 
 
[London] Printed for H. Herringman, and are to be sold by J. Knight 
and F. Saunders at the Blew Anchor in the Lower Walk of the New 
Exchange, 1686                                                 $1,000 
 
Octavo 6 ¾ x 4¼  inches A4, B-T8, V10 (final blank V10). Fifth 
edition.  The full calf binding is newly rebacked. 
 
 
 Waller involved in a royalist plot in 1643 . He was subsequently 
imprisoned in the tower, banished from parliament, fined, and exiled, 
barely escaping execution. He was readmitted to the house of 
commons in 1651. He consistently argued against despotism, in favor 
of tolerance. 
 
“ Waller had been in circulation in manuscript some time before 
their first publication. His lines on the escape of Charles (then Prince 
of Wales) from drowning, near Santander, though subsequently 
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retouched, were probably written in or about the time of the 
event which they celebrate; but it was not until 1645 that 
the first edition of his poems was published. In spite of this, 
his reputation was already so well established that Denham 
wrote of him in ‘Cooper’s Hill’ (1642) as ‘the best of poets,’ 
and it is probable that no writer, in proportion to his merits 
ever received such ample recognition from his 
contemporaries. Waller will always live as the author of ‘Go, 
lovely rose,’ the lines ‘On a Girdle,’ and ‘Of the Last Verses 
in the Book.’” (DNB) 
 
Wing W-517; Wither to Prior # 931 ; Arber's Term cat.; 
II 189 
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735F Wilmot, John. Earl of Rochester. 1647-1680  
 
Poems, (&c.) on several occasions: with Valentinian: a tragedy. Written by the right honourable John late earl of 
Rochester. 
 
 London: Printed for Jacob Tonson, 1696  $6,600  
 
Octavo,7 ¼ x 4 ¾ inches.  Second edition. A8,a8, B-R8  The spine has been rebacked with the original boards so the binding 
is tight and secure throughout. The pages are clean, if browned. The only flaw is wormholes to the pages' top margins. These 
are predominantly from page 200 to the end. There has also been some bookworm damage to the rear board, and this has now 
been repaired. Needless to say, the worms are long since gone.  “During Rochester’s lifetime only a few of his writings were 
printed as broadsides or in miscellanies, but many of his works were known widely from manuscript copies, a considerable number of which 
seem to have existed. […] In February of 1690/91, Jacob Tonson, the most reputable publisher of the day, produced a volume entitled 
‘Poems On Several Occasions.’ The appearance of the author’s name and title on the title-page is significant. It may indicate that this edition 
was produced with the approval of the Earl’s family and friends, and it is possible that they may have intervened to prevent the publication of 
Saunders’s projected edition [license obtained from the Stationer’s Company by Saunders in November of 1690, no edition was ever 
produced]. Tonson’s edition is introduced by a laudatory preface written by Thomas Rymer which states that the book contains ‘such Pieces 
only, as may be receiv’d in a vertuous Court’ and is therefore to be regarded only as a selection of Rochester’s writings. Nevertheless it 
contains, in addition to twenty-three genuine poems which had appeared in the [pirated] Antwerp editions of 1680, sixteen others, 
including some of Rochester’s best lyrics. No spurious material seems to have been admitted to this collection, but there is a possibility that 
salacious passages may have been toned down to suit the taste of a ‘virtuous Court.’” 
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“[Wilmot] is one of these English poets who deserve to be called ‘great’ as 
daring and original explorers of reality; his place is with such memorable 
spiritual adventurers as Marlowe, Blake, Byron, Wilfred Owen and D. H. 
Lawrence. Like Byron and Lawrence, he was denounced as licentious, because 
he was a devastating critic of conventional morality. Alone among the English 
poets of his day, he perceived the full significance of the intellectual and spiritual 
crisis of that age. His poetry expresses individual experience in a way that no 
other poetry does till the time of Blake. It makes us feel what it was like to live in 
a world which had been suddenly transformed by the scientists into a vast 
machine governed by mathematical laws, where God has become a remote first 
cause and man an insignificant ‘reas’ning Engine.’ The first was the adoption of 
the ideal of the purely aesthetic hero, the ‘Strephon’ of his lyrics and the brilliant 
and fascinating Dorimant of Etherege’s comedy. It was a purely selfish ideal of 
the ethical hero, the disillusioned and penetrating observer of the satires. This 
was the hero who rejected the ‘Fools-Coat’ of the world and lived by an absolute 
passion for reality. In his short life Rochester may be said to have anticipated the 
Augustan Age and the Romantic Movement and passed beyond both. In the 
history of English thought his poetry is an event of the highest significance. 
Much of it remains alive in its own right in the twentieth century, because it is 
what D.H. Lawrence called ‘poetry of this immediate present, instant poetry … 
the soul and the mind and body surging at once, nothing left out.” (Quoted from 
Vivian de Sola Pinto’s edition of Wilmot’s Poems published by ‘The Muses 
Library’)  
   Wing 1757; Prinz XIV;Grolier’s Wither to Prior #987;  
O’Donnell A 16  (Prologue), BB 4.1c.  
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